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INTRODUCTION
The conflict that raged in Bosnia and Herzegovina (BiH) in the first half of the
Nineties saw, among other atrocities, the extensive use of sexual violence by all the three
parties to the hostilities as a weapon of war and as a means of terrifying and humiliating the
civilian population caught between the fighting parties. International attention gathered
immediately around the high number of women and girls who had been sexually abused or
otherwise tortured, and on the existence of all kinds of concentration camps and detention
facilities where prevalently civilians were kept in inhumane conditions and ill-treated, not
even 50 years after the experience of World War II and, most importantly, within the borders
of Europe. From the beginning, and contrary to common belief, it was made clear by different
international reports that women and girls were not the only one suffering sexual abuse: men
and boys, above all in the above-mentioned camps and detention facilities, were also sexually
assaulted and tortured. Despite that, male survivors of sexual violence have been overlooked
and confined to a realm of silence.
What is, then, the origin of this silence? What is its impact on male survivors of
sexual violence and on society? What are the dynamics that perpetuate it, and determine its
very existence twenty years after the end of the conflict? The social construction of genders,
that conceives masculinity as a monolithic category, rather than a spectrum of different kinds
of maleness, assigns men a specific social role and characteristics, according to which men
have to be strong, virile, in control, and heterosexual. When they are sexually assaulted, their
position shifts towards the one generally associated with women, i.e. weak and subjected to
victimization. In ethno-national conflicts, as sexual violence against women is perceived as
the destruction of the national, racial, religious or ethnic culture, the same could be said for
sexual violence against men: when the man is disempowered and emasculated, this
symbolizes the disempowerment of the national, racial, religious or ethnic community. The
gender positioning resulting from the rape is transferred on the ethnicity of the perpetrator
and the abused, elevating the ethnicity of the first and diminishing the one of the latter.
The outcome of this research show that this point of origin determines a wide
spectrum of practical consequences that are put in place by survivors themselves and other
players and that ultimately confine male victims of sexual violence in a circle of silence
which is extremely difficult to leave. Survivors do not speak up, being convinced that they
did not measure up to their social role at that time, and on the top of that they often are not
able to do it now, since they lack the possibility to provide for their family and are still
2

suffering from the physical, but most of all psychological, consequences of the violence they
were subjected to. Haunted by the same stereotypes, society fosters this conviction in
multiple ways, failing to create a supporting environment for survivors and thus preventing
them from asking for help, should they want to. State institutions, on their part, contribute to
this process by not implementing any single piece of legislation that could ameliorate the
condition of this specific category of survivors, and entity legislations suffer from pitfalls that
exclude a big part of them from social support. Judiciary institutions, as well, foster the
silence by failing in multiple ways to create adequate conditions for survivors to speak up.
The structure of this work is divided into three parts. In the first chapter, I lay down
the theoretical background of my research, outlining how the categories of gender, patriarchy
and masculinity, in their interplay with the concepts of ethnicity and nation, can explain
sexual violence against men as a product of power dynamics that act out not only between
genders, but also among them. I use social constructionist frameworks and theories that look
at gender as a social construction, mainly relying on Connell’s theory of hegemonic
masculinities, the construction of the male role as set out by Mosse and Jones, and the
relationship existing between gender and nation as conceived by Yuval-Davis, Iveković and
Mostov. The role of ethnicity is best explained by Žarkov and Hague. The second part is
devoted to a major share of my empirical research, and explores in which way the
constructions set forth in the first chapter determine very practical consequences and
influence the survivors' and the societal response to this specific kind of violence. These
reactions mutually reinforce each other, determining the initial expansion of the circle of
silence. The third part is dedicated to institutional responses to the issue of wartime sexual
violence: State and entity institutions in the country, instead of acting as a bridge between the
survivors and society, do not implement any piece of relevant legislation or accurate
provisions supporting the former, becoming a part of the mechanism that is labeling this
offence as unspeakable and the people that suffered it as social outsiders.
The work is multidisciplinary in its character, insofar as it combines the symbolical,
psychological, historical, institutional and legal aspects of the issue. The research for the case
study of the silence surrounding male survivors of wartime sexual violence in BiH was
conducted over the course of two and a half months and includes desk research and
qualitative data gathered in the field through interviews conducted with professionals and
NGOs’ personnel working with war survivors and female and male survivors of sexual
violence. The interviewees include a neuropsychiatrist, a doctor, five psychologists, four of
whom work in the witness support sections of different tribunals in the country, as well as
3

four people pertaining to the NGO sector, and one person employed by the Government of
the Republic of Srpska (RS). There are twelve interviews , eight of which were carried out in
person and four by email.
The limitations of the study primarily relate to the sensitivity of the topic and to the
fact that it is a taboo one, which constituted a problem during the field research. Since there
was the potential risk of re-traumatizing survivors, I decided to refer to professionals working
with them or dealing with the issue. However, it is difficult to find people working with male
survivors of wartime sexual violence, as the overwhelming majority of survivors that decided
to speak out are women and girls, and the services provided by NGOs are targeted mainly at
them. My goal was to interview more people, but because of time limitations I could not
reach them all. I have to say that I had difficulties in gathering information: I went to the
premises of a couple of associations to conduct informative meetings to see whether it would
be possible to receive relevant information from them. I received positive answers, but
afterwards I never received the agreed material or I wasn’t put in contact with the persons I
should have met for interviews. Moreover, the topic of sexual violence against men and boys
is under researched. The major studies conducted on male survivors of sexual violence in the
post-Yugoslav space have been carried out in Croatia when the war was still going on or
immediately after, notably by Dr. Mladen Lončar and the Medical Center for Human Rights.
To my knowledge, there is no research on the long term consequences of wartime sexual
violence on male survivors in BiH.
The aim of this work is to contribute to the existing debate on the situation of wartime
sexual violence survivors in BiH, which is almost exclusively focused on women.
Undoubtedly, there are more women survivors; they are highly stigmatized and suffer from
physical and psychological consequences due the abuse they suffered. Nonetheless, I would
like to shed a light on the debate to include men as well, to encourage a more comprehensive
appreciation of the diverse gender perspectives of the crime of sexual violence. Perhaps this
work will encourage future research, and hopefully stimulate change and break the circle of
silence, which would positively impact the conditions of survivors. The relevance lies in the
fact that the actual scale of the issue is unknown, but these men are part of society and still
carry with them the psychological wounds of their experience, often under the form of
undiagnosed and untreated post-traumatic stress disorder, which is impeding them, on the top
of other obstacles, to get their normal lives back. Moreover, the family unit as a whole is also
affected when one of its members suffers from this disorder, and there is a high probability of
transferring it to children.
4

1.

THEORETICAL BACKGROUND

This chapter introduces the main concepts and theories needed to explain the
dynamics lying behind the rape of men in settings of conflict. In the first subchapter I briefly
outline a first distinction between the concepts of sex and gender, introduce social
constructionist and social learning paradigms, in addition to the structure of patriarchy and
the theory of hegemonic masculinity. The second part is devoted to primordialist
conceptualizations of ethnicity, and to primordialist and constructionist perspectives on
nationalism. The third section deals with the mechanisms that trigger the usage of sexual
violence in conflict and that partly determine its consequences.
1.1

Gender, patriarchy and hegemonic masculinity

In this first section I introduce the concept of gender as a construction and the value of
individual agency in the construction of gender for the social constructionist and the social
learning paradigms. Following clarification of the structure of the patriarchal system, I
outline how masculinity is in reality composed of a range of different ways of ‘being a man’,
foreseeing the existence of dominant, complicit, and subordinated masculinities. This
background will be useful to understand how power dynamics develop not just between
genders, as purported in a purely patriarchal scheme, but also within genders between
different types of masculinities.
1.1.1

Gender as a social construction

Gender is and has been conceptualized in a wide range of ways within different fields
of social sciences. There is no convention for the use of the terms “sex” and “gender” by all
scholars dealing with these concepts, but there is a scheme which is common to at least many
psychologists, foreseeing the use of the term “sex” to indicate the various biological aspects
of being male or female (e.g. hormones, chromosomes, genitals), and “gender” as far as the
social traits or cultural aspects associated with each sex are concerned.1 On the other hand,
other scholars, such as for example Eleanor Maccoby, conceive sex and gender as
interchangeable terms, arguing that the distinction between the two is actually blurred, since
biological and social traits of sex may interact with each other.2 Despite the lack of
unanimous agreement over these two categories, the concepts of gender identity, gender role
1

Owen Blakemore, Judith E., Sheri A. Barenbaum & Lynn S. Liben. Gender Development. New York:
Psychology Press, Taylor & Francis Group, 2009. 3.
2
Golombok, Susan & Robyn Fivush. Gender Development. Cambridge: Cambridge University Press, 1998.
First published 1994. 3.
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and sexual orientation are generally understood as being different in character,3 albeit with
variations among authors. Specifically, gender identity is one’s private sense of being male or
female, while gender role encompasses a set of attitudes and behaviors considered
appropriate by society for males or females in a given culture. Sexual orientation relates to a
person’s sexual attraction toward a person of the other sex, the same sex or both.4
Among all the existing approaches, I draw on social constructionist frameworks,
which are currently the most common theoretical perspectives in studying gender in a variety
of social sciences, other than psychology.5 My choice is due to the fact that this
conceptualization does not allow the reduction of sexual violence in conflict, both against
men and women, as an inevitable result or an “unfortunate byproduct”6 of war. On the
contrary, to adequately explain its causes and understand its consequences, wartime sexual
violence has to be integrated in a broader theoretical framework encompassing strictly related
concepts and their interplay, like patriarchy, masculinities, ethnicity and nation, as well as the
codification of sexual violence as a form of communication, not as an act with a mere sexual
value.7
The primary assumption common to social constructionist paradigms is that gender is
not an inherent characteristic of men and women, but rather a socially formed and continually
constituted variable that creates the social differences defining “women” and “men”.8
Furthermore, gender is a process, in the sense that is actively constructed on multiple societal
levels: as explained by Judith Lorber, “[i]n social interaction throughout their lives,
individuals learn what is expected, see what is expected, act and react in expected ways, and
thus simultaneously construct and maintain the gender order”.9
Given the fact that this work explores also part of the psychological consequences of
wartime sexual violence on men, I deem important to introduce as well the approach offered
by social learning paradigms, which are the most common approaches in psychology when
3

Ibid.
Ibid.
5
Addis, Michael E. & Geoffrey H. Cohane. “Social Scientific Paradigms of Masculinity and Their Implications
for Research and Practice in Men’s Mental Health”. Journal of Clinical Psychology 61, no. 6 (2005): 633-647.
639.
6
Niarchos, Catherine N. “Women, War, and Rape: Challenges Facing the International Tribunal for the Former
Yugosavia”. Human Rights Quarterly 17 (1995): 649-690. 651.
7
Cfr. Alison, Miranda. “Wartime sexual violence: women’s human rights and questions of masculinity”. Review
of International Studies, 33 (2007): 75-90. Vojdik, Valorie K. “Sexual Violence Against Men and Women in
War: A Masculinities Approach”. Nevada Law Journal, Forthcoming. University of Tennessee Legal Studies
Research Paper 217 (2013): 923-952.
8
Marx Ferree, Myra, Judith Lorber & Beth B. Hess, eds. Revisioning Gender. Walnut Creek: Altamira Press,
2000. 5.
9
Lorber, Judith. “‘Night to His Day’: The Social Construction of Gender”. In Paradoxes of Gender. New
Haven, Conn.: Yale University Press, 1994. 60.
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studying gender.10 The common denominator of both social constructionist and social
learning paradigms is the assumption that gender is a social construct. As a matter of fact,
according to the social cognitive theory of gender development and differentiation offered by
Kay Bussey and Albert Bandura, “society socializes male and female infants into masculine
and feminine adults”:11 they argue that, despite the fact that some gender differences are
biologically determined, stereotypical conceptions, attributes and roles connected to both
genders are predominantly set through a process that they call “cultural design”.12
There are three major mechanisms conveying gendered roles and conducts: modeling,
enactive experience and direct tuition. People in one’s immediate environment, such as
parents, relatives, peers and influential people in other social contexts are powerful models,
as well as the ones presented by mass media; enactive experience lies in distinguishing the
gender linkage of conduct from social reactions to one’s action, given the fact that in most
societies gender-related behavior is allowed and approved; direct tuition is used to directly
inform someone about different conducts related to gender.13 Throughout this process,
individuals are not passive receivers of the aforementioned influences, but retain a share of
personal agency: human behavior is neither exclusively defined and controlled by external
factors nor solely driven by internal dispositions.14
In the framework of social cognitive theory, psychosocial functioning is the product
of internal personal factors, behavioral patterns and environmental events that interact
reciprocally in a way that cannot be predetermined15 and the relative weight of each
component depends on the activities, situations, and sociostructural constraints and
opportunities:16 for example, where strong normative social conditions tightly shape social
roles and behavioral patterns, personal factors are less likely to have a strong influence on the
other two elements.17 Moreover, gender role development and functioning are a life-long
process, not limited to childhood, since rules of gender role conduct obviously vary according
to different social contexts and periods of life.18 Although social learning paradigms and
social constructionist approaches may appear very similar, the key difference is in the value
10

Addis, Michael E. & Geoffrey H. Cohane. “Social Scientific Paradigms”. 637.
Bussey, Key & Albert Bandura. “Social Cognitive Theory of Gender Development and Differentiation.”
Psychological Review 106, no.4 (1999): 676-713. 676.
12
Ibid.
13
Ibid. 685.
14
Bandura, Albert. “Social cognitive theory: An agentic perspective”. Asian Journal of Social Psychology 2
(1999): 21-41. 23.
15
Ibid.
16
Bussey, Key & Bandura, Albert. “Social Cognitive Theory”. 685.
17
Ibid.
18
Ibid. 677.
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accorded to individual agency:19 while social learning systems conceive the subjects as mere
respondents to processes initiated by society, social constructionist ones view individuals as
“active agents who construct particular meanings of masculinity [and femininity] in particular
social contexts”.20
1.1.2

Patriarchy

According to Peter Stearns, societies organize inequality, and it is necessary to pay
attention to social structures to understand the past and the contemporary organization of a
given culture.21 One of the possible forms of social structures commonly present today in
many societies is patriarchy, a social arrangement in which society is ruled by men:22 in as
much as they own the monopoly of high-status positions in a range of important social,
economic, legal, military and religious institutions, men possess structural power and, thanks
to this status, exert control over social interaction with people that are status-inferior.23
Moreover, they are in the position to confirm their stereotypes of women “by ignoring
disconfirming information and focusing on information that fits their stereotypes.”24
The definition of patriarchal cultures proposed by the sociologist Allan G. Johnson
can be very useful to understand how these principles generally apply to many modern
societies. Johnson characterizes a patriarchal society as male dominated, male identified and
male centered, organized around an obsession with control and featuring the oppression of
women as a crucial aspect.25 Male dominance refers to the fact that positions of authority,
such as the ones previously mentioned, are generally reserved for men, creating power
differences between men and women not exclusively limited to income, wealth and political
influence, but also cultural and related to other fields, promoting the idea that men are
superior to women.26 The main traits of male identification are the association of core cultural
ideas about what is considered normal, good or desirable in men and masculinity, as well as
the cultural description of masculinity and the ideal man with characteristics deemed to be the
core value of the whole society (control, strength, invulnerability, rationality, autonomy,

19

Addis, Michael E. & Geoffrey H. Cohane. “Social Scientific Paradigms”. 639.
Ibid.
21
Stearns, Peter. “Part III: Reintroducing and refining social structure in social history”. Journal of Social
History 39, no.3 (2006): 779-781. 781.
22
Kahn, Jack S. An Introduction to Masculinities. Oxford: Wiley-Blackwell, 2009. 23.
23
Marx Ferree, Myra, Judith Lorber & Beth B. Hess, eds. Revisioning Gender. 373.
24
Ibid.
25
Johnson, Allan G. The Gender Knot: Unravelling our patriarchal legacy. Philadelphia, PA: Temple
University Press, 1997. 5.
26
Ibid., 5-6.
20
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etc.).27 Patriarchal societies are male centered insofar as their cultural focus are the activities
of men, portrayed through cultural institutions that are male dominated and advocate for
men’s perspectives, as it could be argued for the media.28
Control is strictly linked to and related to the oppression of women, as a means used
by men to maintain the privileges they enjoy being in a higher-status position, which puts
them in the condition of always having to be in control.29 The same position is shared by
Sylvia Walby, according to which patriarchy is the “system of social structures, and practices
in which men dominate, oppress and exploit women”.30 By privileges, when considering a
specific patriarchal context, we should intend the advantages socially attached to the “male”
category, taking also into consideration that not all men have access to them, for also other
characteristics enter into play, such as race, sexual orientation and disability status, just to
name a few.31 In opposition to what is suggested by this notion of patriarchy, Nira YuvalDavis argues that women are not a passive component of this system, but participate actively
in the determination of gender relations.32
1.1.3

Hegemonic masculinity

The theory of hegemonic masculinity conceptualized by R. W. Connell in the mid1980s describes the mechanisms that in practice allow men’s dominance over women to be
replicated in time and space, and atthe same time constitutes a break with all the previous
theories that considered masculinity as a monolithic category. Connell’s conceptualization of
masculinity is particularly relevant in the scope of my work, for it has been confirmed by a
plurality of empirical studies and it has been put to work across different issues, among which
violence and counseling: it has been shown that knowledge about masculinity is relevant
respectively to the prevention of masculine violence in various contexts, from sexual assault
to war, and for effective psychotherapy in men because it takes into account gender relations
and gender specificity.33
According to Connell, there are, in fact, multiple masculinities within a single given
society, “configurations of practice that are accomplished in social action and can, therefore,
27

Ibid., 6-7.
Ibid. 10.
29
Ibid. 14.
30
Walby, Sylvia. Theorizing patriarchy. Oxford, UK: Blackwell, 1990. 20.
31
Cfr. McIntosh, Peggy. “White Privilege and Male Privilege”. In Gender Basics: Feminist Perspectives on
Women and Men, 2nd ed., ed. Anne Minas. Belmont, CA: Wadsworth, 2000.
32
Yuval-Davis, Nira. Gender & Nation. London: SAGE Pubblications, 1997. 8.
33
Connell, R. W. Masculinities, 2nd ed. Berkeley & Los Angeles, CA: University of California Press, 2005. xv,
xvi.
28
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differ according to the gender relations in a particular social setting”.34 Hegemonic
masculinity is the embodiment of the characteristics associated with being a man in a specific
cultural and societal system or sub-system, like a particular institution for example, and in the
same time the ideological legitimation of the subordination of women to men, as the men
positioned in this category fully enjoy the privileges of patriarchy.35 Nevertheless, despite its
normative character, not all men fulfill the model, just a minority among them, while all the
others are bound to position themselves in relation to it.36 As a matter of fact, there is also a
hierarchy among masculinities, where men that continue to receive the benefits of patriarchy
without enacting a hegemonic masculinity type of dominance show compliance with the main
group.37 Finally, there is a subordinated group of men, the ones that get marginalized or
excluded, that position themselves at the other pole with respect to the hegemonic group.38
One of the most, but for sure not the only one, widespread patterns of subordination
among different hierarchies of masculinity in Europe is the dominance of heterosexual men
and the oppression of homosexual men through cultural stigmatization, but also concrete acts
and practices that range from political and cultural exclusion to physical violence.39 Due to
the fact that heteronormativity is an essential feature of patriarchal ideology, homosexuality
symbolically represents whatever is rejected by hegemonic masculinity.40 In this view, since
male identity is socially constructed in opposition to some model of female identity,
homosexuality is strongly associated with femininity, hence categorically rejected and
repelled.41
Hegemonic masculinity can assume numerous configurations, and is not necessarily
linked to violence, although violent practices are used to impose gender dominance in
particular settings.42 John Tosh goes further, claiming that “control (even oppression) is in
some way integral to masculinity, providing a framework for placing men in relation to
women and to those males whose manhood is for some reason denied.”43 However, other
possible and important configurations of hegemony could be “cultural consent, discursive
34

Connell, R. W. & James W. Messerschmidt. “Hegemonic Masculinity: Rethinking the Concept”. Gender &
Society 19, no.6 (2005): 829-859. 836.
35
Ibid. 832.
36
Ibid.
37
Ibid.
38
Ibid.
39
Connell, R. W. Masculinities. 78.
40
Ibid.
41
Ibid.
42
Connell, R. W. & James W. Messerschmidt. “Hegemonic Masculinity”. 840.
43
Tosh, John. “Hegemonic Masculinity and the History of Gender”. In Masculinities in Politics and War:
Gendering Modern History, eds. Dudink, Stefan, Karen Hagemann & John Tosh. Manchester: Manchester
University Press, 2004. 42.
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centrality, institutionalization and the marginalization or delegitimation of alternatives”.44
Most importantly, the dominance of any group of men can be changed, making hegemony an
open process from the historical point of view, susceptible of changes in the social definitions
of masculinity.45
The outlined theories and concepts are functional and fundamental to the
understanding of the meaning of sexual violence in war and to contextualize the current
position of the people that experienced it during the conflict between 1991 and 1995. With
the same purpose, in the next subchapter I introduce the concepts of ethnicity and nation, as
well as the importance of gender connected to nation and to processes of nation-building.
1.2

Ethnicity and nation

Conceptions of ethnicity and nation also play an important role when it comes to
power dynamics. I examine in particular the primordialists’ view of ethnicity and the
analogous idea of nation as kinship ties. I as well present the notion of nation as a
construction, to establish then a link with gender in the following section.
1.2.1

Ethnicity

Despite the term “ethnicity” being quite recent, the adjective “ethnic” as a derivative
of the much more ancient Greek term “ethnos” has been used for centuries. The latter, in
particular, whatever the specific usage, conveyed the meaning of a group of people or
animals different from one’s own and sharing among them some cultural or biological
characteristic, as well as living and acting together, thus creating from the beginning a mutual
separation of a non-ethnic ‘us’ and ethnic ‘others’.46 Anthony Smith lists six main features of
an “ethnie”, an ethnic community: a proper name; a myth of common ancestry including the
idea of a common origin, which gives to the group a sense of kinship; shared memories of
common past, heroes and events; elements of common culture, like language, religion or
customs; a link with a homeland; and, a sense of collective solidarity.47 The stress is here on
the subjective identification of individuals with the community, while Anna Krasteva
associates the terms “ethnie” and “ethnicity” respectively with the ontological, i.e. objective,
existence of a given group, and with the groups’ subjective sense of belonging.48

44

Ibid. 846.
Ibid. 838.
46
Hutchinson,John & Anthony D.Smith, eds.Ethnicity. Oxford: Oxford University Press, 1996. 4.
47
Ibid. 5-6.
48
Krasteva, Anna. “Theories and Politics of Ethnicity”. Lecture at the Centre for Interdisciplinary Postgraduate
Studies, University of Sarajevo, Bosnia and Herzegovina, 9th of February 2015.
45
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Ethnicity is and has been a much debated concept among scholars, with the
consequential flourishing of different theories about what ethnicity actually is, how it is
conceived and what its indicators are. Two of these theories, primordialism and
instrumentalism, are particularly significant and are at the two poles of a continuum where all
the other conceptualizations find their own position. As a matter of fact, primordialism
conceives ethnicity as given, while the instrumentalist approach defines it as a social
construction. For the purposes of this work, I want to introduce the main elements of
primordialism, since this theoretical approach is functional to further explaining the link
between ethnicity, nationalism and sexual violence in conflict in the specific context of
Bosnia and Herzegovina.
The concept of “primordialism”, first coined by Edward Shils in 1957, was taken up
some years later by Clifford Geertz to explain how certain kinds of tie are perceived to be
natural and fundamental:
“These congruities of blood, speech, custom, and so on, are seen to have an ineffable, and at
times overpowering, coerciveness in and of themselves. One is bound to one’s kinsman, one’s
neighbor, one’s fellow believer, ipso facto; as the result not merely of personal affection,
practical necessity, common interest, or incurred obligation, but at least in great part by virtue
of some unaccountable absolute import attributed to the very tie itself. The general strength of
such primordial bonds, and the types of them that are important, differ from person to person,
from society to society, and from time to time. But for virtually every person, in every society,
at almost all times, some attachments seem to flow more from a sense of natural – some
would say spiritual – affinity than from social interaction.”49

This “basic group identity”, as defined by Harold Isaacs, derives from belonging to
one’s own ethnic group, hence assigned at birth and more constituent than any other social
bond.50 From the moment of the birth, each child receives the whole past of his or her own
group through a given individual name, the transmission of history and origins, a nationality,
a language, a religion, a value system, exactly like his or her family received it before them.51
Max Weber criticized the concept of group affinity, labeling it a “subjective belief” with an
“artificial origin”.52 Erica Harris argues that historical memory does not necessarily
correspond with the actual events, since it is at least partially constructed by omitting facts
and neglecting contexts with the purpose of justifying national narratives, rather than
49

Geertz, Clifford, “The integrative revolution”. In Old Societies and New States, ed. Clifford Geertz, New
York: Free Press (1963). 109.
50
Isaacs, Harold R. “Basic Group Identity: The Idols of the Tribe”. In Ethnicity: Theory and Experience, eds.
Glazer, Nathan & Daniel Patrick Moynihan, Cambridge, Mass.: Harvard University Press, 1975. 29-30.
51
Ibid. 32.
52
Weber, Max. “The Origins of Ethnic Groups”. In Ethnicity, eds. Hutchinson,John & Anthony D.Smith,
Oxford: Oxford University Press, 1996. 35.
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supporting them with facts.53 Disagreeing with the idea that ethnicity constitutes the timepersisting essence of a group of people that believes in a unique origin, Sian Jones offers a
clear cut definition of ethnic identity as the “person’s self-conceptualization which results
from identification with a broader group in opposition to others on the basis of perceived
cultural differentiation and/or common descent.”54
Pierre Van den Berghe posits that, on the contrary, ethnicity has a lot to do with
kinship or “blood” ties, in the sense that descent is the essential element of definition not only
of ethnic groups, but also of nations:55 “ethnicity is common descent, either real or putative,
but, even when putative, the myth has to be validated by several generations of common
historical experience”,56 meaning that the common origin could also be a subjective and
invented belief, but cannot be constructed, and through its perpetuation over time it has
become tremendously effective and perceived as extremely bonding. Van den Berghe’s view
is that ethnic sentiments are indeed the extension of family sentiments, and that there exists a
behavioral predisposition in human beings that compel them to favor the components of
“their” group, perceived as kin, rather than the “others”, the nonkin, originating a form of
nepotism that is as strong as the closeness of the involved bond.57
Primordialism has been criticized for being too similar to nationalism, but it explains
the force and the stability of ethnicity, and takes into account affectivity.58 Indeed, the
concept of ethnicity as an extended family provided to be very useful also in the case of
nationalism. As explained by Smith, “[t]he nation is depicted as one great family, the
members as brothers and sisters of the motherland or fatherland, speaking their mother
tongue. In this way the family of the nation overrides and replaces the individual’s family but
evokes similarly strong loyalties and vivid attachments.”59
1.2.2

Nation

The concept of nation has received the attention of multiple scholars and
theoreticians, giving rise to a vast body of literature that expresses the variety of viewpoints
concerning primarily what a nation is, what its origin is, which dynamics govern it, and what
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the relationship between the state and the nation is or should be. It is, of course, outside the
scope of this work to review the wide panorama of interpretations; rather, I would like to
introduce two specific theories that I deem important to contextualize the following
subchapter and the conflict that raged in the former Yugoslavia in 1991-1995. The two
approaches are the primordialist and the constructivist ones. Broadly speaking, primordialist
theories maintain a naturalized image of the nation, where blood ties, kinship and belonging
come before all other forms of identity; on the contrary, constructivist approaches conceive
the nation as constructed through élite-driven processes.
Smith argues that the nation is a modern phenomenon with a natural character.
Nations are characterized by socio-political features that were impossible to attain in premodern times – legal and economic uniformity throughout a compact territory, a unified
'political culture' and public, mass education and media systems, to socialize future
generations to be 'citizens' of the new nation – but are as well deep-rooted in a culturalpsychological ground:60 “the raison d'être of any nation (as opposed to state), … it is … the
cultivation of its unique (or allegedly unique) culture values[.] Ethnic distinctiveness remains
a sine qua non of the nation, and that means shared ancestry myths, common historical
memories, unique cultural markers, and a sense of difference, if not election – all the
elements that marked off ethnic communities in pre-modern eras. In the modern nation they
must be preserved, indeed cultivated, if the nation is not to become invisible.”61
The natural character of the nation can be seen in the conceptualisations of Herder and
Fichte, which consider the nation as being eternal and universal phenomena. According to
Herder, a nation is defined by cultural belonging: the nation is made one by common
traditions, an enduring way of life and a collective memory grounded in a particular
language.62 The latter, in particular, is the natural power that integrates people within a
particular community and provides them with a common national identity: the nation is the
ground of the state, but without a common national identity, a shared community which
involves more than just the equality of rights and procedures, the state alone can never create
a common sense of loyalty and belonging.63 By birth, an individual pertains to a specific
community, with its language and culture: it follows that cultural identity is the supreme form
of belonging, which is shared with the other people in the community.
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Fichte sees national identity as depending on the purity of the language, and the
national character of a people as determined by something original, i.e. natural. Of
fundamental importance is also the continuous development of this character, meaning the
man’s belief in the eternal continuance of the people from which he has originated, without
the corruption by any alien element, thus ensuring ethnic homogeneity: for this purpose, the
man is willing to sacrifice himself for his people. People and the fatherland in this sense
transcend the state: as a matter of fact, the love of the fatherland must itself govern the state
and be the supreme, final and absolute authority. The love of the fatherland governs the state
by placing before it a higher object than the usual one of maintaining internal peace, property,
personal freedom and the life and well-being of all the citizens: this higher object is the
freedom that an original people needs in order to have the security to continue existing
exactly as an original people (with its soil, language, way of thinking, original and
independent life).64
Opposing these naturalized conceptualizations, Anderson, Gellner and Hobsbawm,
albeit with differences, proposed the idea of the nation as a construction, resulting from
modern developments in European history. Anderson argues that nations began to arise only
when the convergence of capitalism and print technologies opened the possibility of reading
to other classes of people other than the elites, thus spreading mass publications in vernacular
languages and no longer in religious languages, creating national “imagined communities”.65
Gellner claims that nationalism is not the awakening of some old, latent force, but rather the
offspring of a new form of social organization based on standardized, homogenous high
cultures pervading entire pre-existent cultures.66 Nationalism is in fact “the general
imposition of a high culture on society”:67 Finally, according to Hobsbawm, the nation rests
on “invented traditions”, operations of “social engineering” that aim at turning a plural
society into a singular one, thus creating a sense of unity: among others, the development of
primary education, the invention of public ceremonies and the mass production of public
monuments have been particularly relevant.68
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1.3

Wartime sexual violence as a man-to-man communication and assertion of
power

Sexual violence in conflict gained visibility at international level, and prominence on
the international agenda, after the mass rape of women that took place in Rwanda in 1994 and
in the former Yugoslavia in 1992-1995, giving birth to a vast body of scholarly literature
which mostly deals with violence against women, disregarding the fact that men have also
been the target of various forms of violence, included sexual torture and sexual assault. Inger
Skjelsbæk recognizes three main conceptualizations of the relationship between sexual
violence and war, namely the “essentialist”, the “structuralist” and the “social
constructionist”, out of which actually only the last one offers a theoretical framework that
explains the targeting of both men and women with sexual violence in the war zone,69 and it
is the one I am going to refer to. As a matter of fact, as previously outlined, this perspective
regards gender relations not only as given through patriarchy, where the relations between
men and women are predetermined; rather,
“[G]ender is not a trait of individuals at all, but simply a construct that identifies
particular transactions that are understood to be appropriate to one sex. Gender so defined is
not resident in the person but exists in those interactions that are socially construed as
gendered. From this view, relationality or morality is a quality of interactions not of
individuals, and it is not essentially connected with sex. What it means to term a transaction
feminine or masculine is socially agreed upon and is reproduced by the very process of
participating in that transaction.”70

As noted by Yuval-Davis, the major theorizations about the nation and nationalism do
not take into consideration gender as a variable, not even the “primordialists” school, which
conceives nations as a direct extension of kinship ties.71 As explained by Rada Iveković and
Julie Mostov, while gender and nation are constructed socially and historically, it is
impossible to examine them separately, since they reciprocally contribute to their respective
formation:72
“[N]ations are gendered; and the topography of the nation is mapped in gendered
terms (feminized soil, landscapes, and boundaries and masculine movement over these
spaces). National mythologies draw on traditional gender roles and the nationalist narrative is
filled with images of the nation as mother, wife and maiden. Practices of nation-building
employ social constructions of masculinity and femininity that support a division of labor in
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which women reproduce the nation physically and symbolically and men protect, defend, and
73
avenge the nation.”

With the rise of modern nationalism in the 18th century, specific ideals of manliness
and womanliness served to assign distinct and specific roles to men and women.74
Masculinity represented what society had to consider normal and universal; it was a synonym
of depth and seriousness, and was idealized as the foundation of the nation and the society.75
By contrast, femininity was quite ambiguous: while being characterized by shallowness and
frivolity, the woman was at the same time a national symbol and the guardian of the
traditional order.76 The masculine and the Fatherland, i.e. the power and the strength of the
political and military force, are portrayed as active, while the feminine and the Motherland –
mothers, lovers, homes and collective body – as passive and vulnerable.77
The ideal of modern masculinity as a stereotype was born between the end of the 18th
century and the beginning of the 19th, and has not changed considerably overtime.78 The
stereotype became normative, determining the patterns of morality and behavior that were
considered acceptable within a social setting, and was a standardized mental picture of how a
man ought to be, both in his look and inner characteristics, in a way that outward appearance
was deemed to be an indicator of a man’s worth, and a reflection of society’s traditional
values.79 Qualities pertaining to masculinity were considered to be: honor, will power,
courage, self-restraint (“real men do not cry”), loyalty, perseverance, righteousness,
autonomy, steadfastness, disregard of danger, honesty, lack of passion, bravery, pride,
dignity, heroism, sacrifice on behalf of a higher purpose and general physical toughness,
necessary to defend one’s honor.80 Finally, above all from the First World War onwards,
militarism and masculinity have been closely tied together, reinforcing the image of the
warrior as an ideal to aim at, whose core values were courage, sacrifice and camaraderie.81
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Connections between masculinity and being a warrior are anyhow widely present in different
cultures and have proved to endure over time, evenacross centuries.82
Within ethnic and national discourses, where the myth of a “common origin” is
pivotal in the construction of the new ethnic and national identities, as was the case before,
during and after the break-up of Yugoslavia, the role of women is central insofar as they are
identified with the biological, cultural and symbolic reproducers of the respective national
and ethnic collectives.83 As a matter of fact, women are conceived as the mothers of the new
members of the community, especially as mothers of “the country’s guardians, heroes and
martyrs”,84 and are traditionally tasked with the transmission of the cultural elements and the
system of values typical of their collectivity, hence the preoccupation with potential sexual
relationships between members of different collectives that want to maintain the ‘purity’ of
their ‘common origin’.85
More importantly, within the nationalistic discourse, the reproductive function of
women constitutes them as borders between different ethnic or national groups, in a way that
the violation of the individual woman symbolizes the violation of the other group and its
borders, “an act against the collective men of the enemy nation”.86 The “other’s” women are
enemies, because they reproduce the “other’s” nation, while “our” women must be protected
and controlled: “our” women must be defended as borders; the “other’s” women should be
violated as the other’s territory.87 Within a context where the nation symbolically represents
the family, the power relations established with patriarchy are replayed in the control of
motherhood and reproduction by the “fatherhood”, rendering sexual relations and procreation
political acts supervised by the state through moral and cultural institutions, typically
religious bodies and the family.88 The act of violating the “other’s” women becomes a clear
message of attack and invasion toward the other men: it is the immediate conquest of the
women through penetration, but also the defeat of the men and of the entire nation.89
Ultimately, as argued by Alison, it is a communication between hegemonic and subordinate
masculinities, where the former wants to achieve ethnic and national power.90
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Within this perspective, the act of rape is about power and dominance, where power
dynamics can be established both between men and women, and between men and men, since
both forms of violence assume the same constructions of masculine domination.91 As a matter
of fact, if we maintain that wartime sexual violence against women is intended to
communicate to the men of their community that they have failed in their duty to protect their
women and their borders, the feeling of impotence and lack of power is even more striking if
they become the target of the assault.92 As has already been explained, masculinities are not
powerful or violent by definition, and power relations are negotiated accorded to the context
and the actual circumstances; however hegemonic masculinity can generally be equated with
the power-holder, while the victims are in an inferior and subordinate position.
The maintenance of hegemonic masculinity and of its main features – physical
strength, practical competence, sexual performance, and protection of women – in this
context requires disrespect not only for women’s empowerment, but also for other forms of
masculinity.93 Most of all, heteronormativity is the rule. The stereotype of modern
masculinity outlined by Mosse did not define itself exclusively against femininity, but also
against a countertype, i.e. a negative stereotype of man that failed to measure up the ideal and
became the opposite of true masculinity, reinforcing the normative stereotype: the “reminder
of a failed manhood that threatened the established order”94 sanctioned heterosexuality as “a
required part of manliness.”95 Such outsiders could have no honor, one of the most essential
traits of manhood.96 Among all others, homosexuals and mentally ill people were on the list:
homosexuals, in particular, have been attributed all the traits of the outsiders and were
considered particularly despicable, insofar as they had broken the lines of demarcation
between genders, considered essential above all in times of social and political insecurity.97
Masculinity operates through the emasculation, feminization and homosexualization
of the other men, thus symbolically transforming them in gendered “feminine” identities.98
The perpetrator constructs the other men as feminine, weak and powerless, thus reasserting
his identity as masculine through the exercising of power over the situation, even if on
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physical grounds the rape could be defined as “homosexual”.99 As a matter of fact, regardless
of the actual gender of the perpetrator or victim, masculinity is always attributed to the
perpetrator and femininity to the victim.100 As Loizos points out, “[a] man who acts as the
active partner in homosexual intercourse can still retain his self-respect as conventionally
male … men fuck and this is a masculine and dominant thing to do, and whomever or
whatever is so used is the subordinated and therefore inferior party … penetration can be as
much about power, then, as intimacy … [and] to have penetrative sex with someone is …
thus to feminize him.”101 In the case of prisoner-to-prisoner rapes, the prisoners are both
constructed as “feminine”, while the perpetrators reasserted their masculinity holding the
power to force other men to commit these acts.102
Moreover, gender stereotyping leads to the conviction that men cannot be victims,
only perpetrators: where victims are considered weak and helpless. This is also incompatible
with the understanding of masculinity that pervades most societies, and they are considered
as having been deprived of their masculine attributes and characteristics.103 Either you are a
real man, or you are a victim – weak and helpless, like a woman. A further proof that wartime
sexual violence is an expression of dynamics related with masculinities is gang rape: bonding
feelings and loyalty – male qualities – are reinforced through this experience,104 and at the
same time often reveal the presence of multiple masculinities. As a matter of fact, within the
same group of rapists there were often men that showed a sense of guilt for what they were
committing, but were or felt forced by other men in the same group to act in concert,105 thus
showing that within this single small community there was a hegemonic masculinity that had
the power and the authority (moral or physical) to coerce others to conform to the norm it set,
and a complicit masculinity that followed the lead.
As put forward by Jones, the vulnerability of noncombatant men in situations of
military conflict, ethnic struggles and genocide is also a byproduct of the heteronormativity
which rules in militarized settings, where the inability, neglect, or refusal to bear arms
symbolically deprives the noncombatant but battle-age male of his entire masculine
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attributes.106 From the nationalist perspective, these men do not want or are not able to
protect their women and the nation,107 which devalues them as men, since these should be
their primary functions as such. The victimization of noncombatant men and adolescent boys
in war and genocide is the result of militarized expressions of violence that act to boost
hegemonic masculinity, which is competitive and entails victory over the enemy, in a way
that the latter is frequently feminized as a consequence of his defeat.108 In turn, this may set
the stage for atrocities and forms of violence ranging from castration to gendercidal mass
murder of captured prisoners of war.109
In ethno-national conflicts, as sexual violence against women is perceived as the
destruction of the national, racial, religious or ethnic culture, the same could be said for
sexual violence against men: when the man is disempowered and emasculated, this
symbolizes the disempowerment of the national, racial, religious or ethnic community. The
gender positioning resulting from the rape is transferred to the ethnicity of the perpetrator and
the abused, elevating the ethnicity of the first and diminishing that of the latter.110

2. FACETS OF SILENCE
This chapter is dedicated to a major part of my empirical research. The first part
clarifies the perception of the crime of sexual violence within international humanitarian law
and international criminal law and contextualizes the previous theoretical chapter in the
specific framework of Bosnia and Herzegovina. Through in-depth and written interviews that
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I held with one neuropsychiatrist, five psychologists and four people working in relevant nongovernmental organizations, I explain the variables that may cause silence and underreporting
on the part of survivors of sexual violence and how society is responding to the issue, at the
same time determining part of it.
2.1

The development of the understanding of sexual violence in conflict

The main international humanitarian law instruments contain prohibitions, whether
explicit or implicit, against sexual violence.111 The 1863 Lieber Code explicitly prescribes the
death penalty as a response to rape.112 Prohibitions against sexual violence are also codified:
in the Fourth Geneva Convention of 1949, governing the protection of civilians during
wartime, and providing that “[w]omen shall be especially protected against any attack on
their honour, in particular against rape, enforced prostitution and any form of indecent
assault”;113 in Additional Protocol I, which applies in situations of international armed
conflict, providing that: “[w]omen shall be the object of special respect and shall be protected
in particular against rape, forced prostitution and any other form of indecent assault”;114 and
in Additional Protocol II, which applies in non-international armed conflicts, prohibiting:
“outrages upon personal dignity, in particular humiliating and degrading treatment, rape,
enforced prostitution and any form of indecent assault”.115
Sexual violence is prohibited, even though in a less clear fashion, in the 1907 Hague
Convention, which applies during a military occupation, asserting that “[f]amily honour and
rights, the lives of persons, and private property, as well as religious convictions and practice,
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must be respected”;116 in Common Article 3 of the Geneva Conventions, applicable in noninternational armed conflict, and prohibiting “violence to life and person”, including
“mutilation, cruel treatment and torture”, as well as “outrages upon personal dignity, in
particular humiliating and degrading treatment”;117 and the Third Geneva Convention, which
states that “[p]risoners of war are entitled in all circumstances to respect for their persons and
their honour” and “[w]omen shall be treated with all the regard due to their sex”.118
Catherine Niarchos argues that within international humanitarian law, rape is
considered a challenge to the honour and dignity of men and the community, rather than a
serious crime entailing a violent attack on women, and thus defines this body of law as
“gender-biased”.119 Dustin Lewis comes to the same conclusion, but the other way around.
As a matter of fact, he posits, international human rights law provides insufficient protection
for male victims of sexual violence, partly because these instruments presume women and
children to be the only potential and actual victims, excluding men.120 Lara Stemple in 2008
noted that even the instruments providing the most thorough and significant definitions of
this crime “exclude men on their face, reflecting and embedding the assumption that sexual
violence is a phenomenon relevant only to women and girls”:121 moreover, in U.N.
resolutions, treaties, general comments and consensus documents, the wording “violence
against women” is defined to include sexual violence, factually excluding men and boys.122
Also, in the 1984 Convention against Torture and Other Cruel, Inhuman or Degrading
Treatment or Punishment (CAT), which is gender neutral and gives the definition of torture
still accepted today,123 sexual violence is not explicitly mentioned as a form of torture.
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The conflicts in Rwanda and the former Yugoslavia triggered the action of the
international community in responding to the extreme sexual violence that took place.124
Rape started to be univocally considered a crime against the individual, and the scope of acts
that fall into the category of sexual violence offences has been broadened.125 This process
started in the early 1990s through the work of the international criminal tribunals, and in
particular, the International Criminal Tribunal for the former Yugoslavia (ICTY) and the
International Criminal Tribunal for Rwanda (ICTR).126 The statutes of both tribunals list rape
as a crime against humanity,127 and the ICTR recognizes “outrages upon personal dignity, in
particular humiliating and degrading treatment, rape, enforced prostitution and any form of
indecent assault” as a war crime.128 Both the ICTR and ICTY have ruled that sexual violence
can constitute torture, persecution, enslavement, and inhumane acts as crimes against
humanity, as well as torture, cruel treatment, inhumane treatment, and outrages upon personal
dignity as war crimes.129 The Rome Statute of the International Criminal Court (Rome
Statute), to which BiH became a State Party in March 2002, contains the broadest articulation
of conflict-related sexual violence offences to date, codifying rape as both a crime against
humanity and a war crime,130 and including sexual slavery, enforced prostitution, forced
pregnancy, enforced sterilization, or any other form of sexual violence of comparable gravity
as both a crime against humanity and a war crime.131
In 1998, the ICTR expanded the legal definition of sexual violence, ruling that “[it] is
not limited to physical invasion of the human body and may include acts which do not
involve penetration or even physical contact”,132 like, for example, forced nakedness. In this
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work I therefore use the following definition of sexual violence, drawing from Lewis:133 any
violence, whether physical and/or mental, carried out through sexual means or by targeting
sexuality,134 since it encompasses both physical and psychological attacks involving a
person’s sexual characteristics, while also considering “all serious abuses of a sexual nature
inflicted upon the physical or moral integrity of a person by means of coercion, threat of
force or intimidation in a way that is degrading and humiliating for the victim’s dignity.”135
2.2 Bosnia and Herzegovina: concentration camps and the breadth of abuses
Before the end of 1991, reports began to flow from armed conflict areas in Croatia
and border areas of Bosnia-Hercegovina denouncing “extrajudicial executions and other
deliberate and arbitrary killings, and mutilations carried out on civilians or captured members
of armed forces and of the torture or ill-treatment of people detained in connection with the
fighting.”136 In the summer of 1991, incidents of ill-treatment in detention were reported in
Zadar, Knin, Drežnik, Dalj and Titova Korenica, with the victims being civilians, other than
members of the police and the Croatian National Guard.137 At the beginning of 1992,
Amnesty International again denounced civilian massacres, arbitrary arrests, killings,
disappearances, and ill-treatment of captured combatants and civilians: the prisoners, the
majority of them Croatians, were held in camps in Vojvodina (Serbia) by the JNA, and were
systematically beaten and ill-treated following their arrest and detention. In some cases this
resulted in the victim's death.138
Detention camps started to spread also all over the territory of BiH at the beginning of
1992. Arbitrary arrests and detentions started in Bosnia-Herzegovina in April on all three
133
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sides of the conflict, with the majority of prisoners being non-combatants, but rather
thousands of civilians - particularly Muslims - detained because of their nationality or
political affiliations.139 Serbian forces, in arresting Muslim or Croatian men of military age,
were reported using lists of men eligible for mobilization, and lists of people specifically
targeted for detention or interrogation for their prominent role in the society, such as political
activists, educated people, owners of businesses and others.140 Detention conditions
constituted cruel, inhuman or degrading treatment, and torture and ill-treatment were used to
intimidate, to extract information and to control the prisoners.141 People could be detained
from hours to months in places ranging from their own homes to the cellars of buildings,
hotels, post offices, cultural centres and police stations, as well as in police station lock-ups,
prisons and military hangars or sheds, barracks and bunkers, schools, dormitories, farms,
factories, sports stadiums, trains and fenced open areas.142
Detention camps became the most frequently reported sites of mass executions,
torture, rapes and other forms of sexual assault committed by guards, police, special forces,
and other people who were allowed to come from the outside to perform such acts.143 Sexual
violence against men in the form of rape or sexual torture was perpetrated essentially in
detention camps,144 operated by all three sides involved in the conflict,145 even though the
largest number of reported victims was Bosnian Muslims, and the biggest number of alleged
perpetrators Bosnian Serbs.146 The large number of episodes of rape and sexual torture in
detention “do not appear to be random, and they indicate at least a policy of encouraging
rape.”147
Different forms of male rape took place during the conflict, as well as enforced
sterilisation and other forms of sexual violence, like genital violence and enforced nudity.
Men were forced to perform fellatio on their perpetrators or on one another; perpetrators
anally raped victims themselves, also using objects – broken glass bottles, guns and
139
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truncheons, or forced prisoners to rape fellow inmates, both male and female.148 Forced
sexual intercourse, especially oral sex among siblings and between fathers and sons, as well
as forced masturbation are documented.149 Some of them were also forced to have sexual
intercourse with animals.150 The castration and mutilation of sexual organs were “performed
through crude means such as forcing other internees to bite off a prisoner’s testicles”.151 Most
of the abuse was conducted in the presence of witnesses, and psychosexual torture was
common as well: prisoners were suffering threats aimed at losing their fertility, and threats of
direct castration.152 Psychological torture was also administered, in particular “threats aimed
at humiliating and demoralizing the victims, mostly on the basis of the victim’s
nationality.”153
A witness reported an incident involving prisoners lined up naked while Serb women
from outside the camp undressed in front of them: if any prisoner had an erection, his penis
was cut off. The witness saw a Serb woman thus castrate a prisoner.154 Another ex-detainee
told of suffering electric shocks to the scrotum and of seeing a father and son who shared his
cell forced by guards to perform sex acts with each other.155 The breadth of abuses is
shocking and shows clearly how sexual violence was used by the perpetrators to target the
very core of a human being with the clear aim of destroying his psyche, in addition to his
body, and cause the utmost humiliation and pain:
“Half the group was naked from the waist-down and standing, and half the group was
kneeling. According to Witness B: “They were positioned in such a way as if engaged in
intercourse.”156
“As a punishment administered in front of a group of prisoners, a guard cut off the
testicles of a prisoner with a knife; one prisoner was forced, under threat of being executed, to
bite off the testicles of another prisoner with his teeth.”157
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“The cleric witnessed several public beatings and sexual torture in the camp. He said
that several men had been forced to have intercourse with each other, and that guards cut off
some prisoner's hands and penises as a punishment and to frighten the other men.”158
"A key witness was detained with his family in Kula Butrnir, Sarajevo. He was forced
to watch while groups of guards raped and sadistically tortured his wife and two daughters
(aged 8 and 13 years old). This occurred daily until on the fourth day the younger daughter's
throat was cut in front of him. The witness was chained at the legs and guards beat him to
force him to watch, breaking both his legs. On the sixth day his elder daughter's throat was
cut. His wife survived until the 13th day, when her throat was cut. The man committed suicide
by hanging himself on 7 April 1994."159

In May 2012 the Ministry of Human Rights and Refugees released an estimate of
3,000 men raped during the 1992-1995 war.160 This is in contrast with other data, since in one
assessment, of the 5,000 male inmates at a concentration camp in Sarajevo Canton, 80 per
cent reported being raped,161 meaning 4,000 men in that camp only. The process of
identification of sites where concentration camps and detention facilities were based is still
ongoing , as well as the scrutiny of how the prisoners were treated in detention and which
kind of tortures they went through, if any. According to the data gathered from the
associations of former concentration camp inmates, in Bosnia and Herzegovina during the
war there were around 1,350 camps and detention facilities, whereof 656 for Bosniaks, 523
for Serbs and 173 for Croatians.162 Thanks to the verdicts delivered by the ICTY and the
tribunals in the country, it has been possible to establish the circumstances in which around
1,000 prisoners were killed, and other independent sources estimate that around 200,000
people, most of them civilians, went through at least one camp.163 It has also been established
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that men detained in more than just one facility were sexually abused and tortured,164 hence it
also possible to conclude that the number of 3,000 is probably an underestimate.
Underreporting is rampant, many of these men left the country and resettled elsewhere, where
they build a new life and do not want to come back to this part of their past; many have been
killed, or “disappeared”, or died before having the chance to report, and their remains, when
found, might not show evidence of sexual torture or sexual violence: it is impossible to
establish a definite number, as it is for women. There are no reliable estimates about the
number of men that suffered such tortures and assaults. But beyond the figures, there are
people, and the suffering they went through.
2.3 Survivors’ side
Sexual assault is one of the most severe traumas that people can experience, both in
peace time and in a conflict setting, be they girls, boys, women or men. This form of violence
breaks the integrity of the person that experiences it, and it is destructive under multiple
aspects, such as physical, moral, psychical and emotional: hence, the repercussions are
particularly deep and difficult to deal with, since a survivor may not know where to start
picking him or herself up from the ashes.165 However, it is important not to generalize, but
rather understand that each person is different and has his or her own way of dealing with the
issue. While many survivors would benefit from social, psychological and clinical mental
health support, others do not want or need assistance at all or require just a limited help.166
There are people who were personally abused and managed to autonomously rebuild their
life, and prisoners in a detention facility that saw one of their inmates being abused and never
managed to overcome the trauma.167
The topic is very delicate and the sensitivity of each and every individual must always
be taken into account. Therefore, what I present in this work shall not be generalized and
applied to each and every single man that experienced sexual violence in the Bosnian war,
but rather point out the situation of at least part of the survivors. While I specifically want to
depict the “men’s side”, many conditions may be valid in the case of women, and vice versa,
since they are not directly connected with the gender of the survivor, but rather they are
164
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related with the specific cultural and institutional context of the country. Factors pile up, and
create a “perfect” environment for what is, perhaps, the only clear fact about sexual violence
in general, and male survivors in particular: underreporting is “normal and expected,”168
survivors of sexual violence do not want to speak about what has been done to them. A very
small number of men open up, some others consider it “finished, buried”, just something
pertaining to the past that they want to erase and not speak about.169 All respondents to my
interviews agreed on the fact that the overwhelming majority of survivors are haunted by a
strong feeling of shame. Albeit being aware, in most of the cases, of the fact that they are in
no way responsible for the violence they went through – in contrast with women – they very
rarely take the decision to come forward.170
Bosnian society, as well as those pertaining to the geographic area of South-Eastern
Europe, is a very patriarchal one. Karl Kaser defines “Balkan patriarchy” as “a complex of
hierarchical values embedded in a social structural system defined by both gender and age.
This structuring is further linked to a system of values orienting both family life and broader
social units.”171 The imperative of male protection of female honour is fundamental in the
traditional cultures of Slavic peoples in this region, with the consequential definition of an
“honour/shame dichotomy” that also defines fixed and stereotypical gender roles,172 deeply
embedded in both men and women. There exist, to this day, a huge cultural difference
between men and women, patriarchal structures still shape Bosnian society, and the concept
of shame and honour do have a paramount value,173 even though the situation has improved
at least slightly with regard to twenty years ago.174
Aspects such as women's virginity, chastity, marital virtue, and especially fertility are
particularly guarded, and women's honour reflects that of men's, so that when a woman is
sexually assaulted, it is the honour of men that is offended: twenty years after the war, there
is still a large number of women that does not report the sexual violence suffered during the
conflict because male members of her family forbid her to do so, or she deliberately chooses
not to do it to protect the honour of her closest male relatives.175 These women still show a
very high level of shame and find it difficult to understand that they are not to blame for what
168
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has been done to them.176 On the contrary, men that experienced sexual violence are perfectly
aware that they are not guilty, because they physically did not have the possibility to react,
and rather feel that their pride has been destroyed, they feel humiliated and they experience a
total loss of self-esteem, also because they have usually been abused in public, exposing their
loss of control to others.177 They have been taught that they are strong, powerful, and in
control, both physically and emotionally, and are socialized in this way: this entails not
letting somebody else overpower them and not showing emotions, above all if related to pain
or suffering, since they are expected to endure substantially everything.178 These stereotypes
play a major role in both the reaction of the person that experiences the violence, and the
society: both of the players shape a great part of their responses accordingly.
Sexual violence may entail multiple physical, psychosomatic and psychological
consequences. Men may suffer from genital infections, physical impotence, swollen testicles,
and blood in their stools, abscesses and ruptures of the rectum.179 However, not all forms of
sexual violence and sexual torture produce physically observable consequences or permanent
damages, even though all of them can be very traumatic: the lack of knowledge about which
forms sexual violence against men can take, proved to be a major problem as far as
underreporting is concerned, both on the survivor’s side and on the medical and therapists’
side.180
Common stereotypes about rape as the only form that sexual violence against men can
take, determined the pointlessness of reporting the incident as sexual assault for a number of
survivors, since they simply did not experienced it as such.181 Beating administered during
torture is common, and when sexual organs are also injured, this may not be understood as
sexual violence neither by the victims nor by the care providers.182 At the Medical Center for
Human Rights, a Croatian NGO that was providing medical and psychosocial care to
refugees and internally displaced persons, the therapists collected in-depth data on 55 male
torture survivors from Croatia and Bosnia and Herzegovina, and stated that most of these
176
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men “did not grow up with the possibility of being sexually abused.”183 “I could not explain it
to myself”, says a survivor.184 Sexual abuse is something that society automatically attaches
to the women’s experience: women are fragile, they can be victims, but men do not. Some
therapists or physicians had the same stereotypes: even when they thought about sexual
violence as something that could have happened to men as well, they thought just about rape,
and they missed the opportunity to detect eventual signs of other forms of sexual violence on
their patients,185 in turn discouraging them from reporting.
More than one respondent highlighted also a lack of sensitivity on the part of some
psychotherapists and psychiatrists to tackle the issue of sexual violence with their patients.
Although questions about a person’s sexual life are a normal part of the psychiatric
anamnesis, this kind of inquiry is not always done: sexuality is still a taboo topic, also for
people that did not experience any sexual trauma, but most of the times this reticence comes
from insensitivity or the specific intention to avoid the matter because it is a very tough one
to open up and deal with, also for care givers.186 Dr. Amra Delić, who is completing her
Master thesis on the long-term consequences, social support and quality of life of female
victims of sexual violence in war, is very clear regarding this issue:
“When I started my research, my colleagues told me that I must be crazy. ‘It is very
difficult, exhausting’, they said to me. I actually did not receive support from anyone. The
director of the clinic where I was working at that time tried to convince me to shift my interest
to drug addicts, instead. ‘Why are you researching war rape? War is over.’ They are just not
sensitive to this. […] When I started to look for survivors in the region of Bosanska Krajina, I
asked the women that I contacted whether to date they had undergone any psychiatric
treatment and they answered yes, and told me who their doctor was. Given the fact that I
knew him, when I started with the practical part of my research, I called him to ask if he could
help me findg a suitable place, and in that circumstance he asked me which kind of research I
was going to conduct. When he learnt that I was dealing with long term psychological
consequences of wartime sexual violence on women, he asked me where I thought I could
find the subjects. ‘Among your patients,’ I said. And he replied: ‘Oh, I didn’t know I had
patients that have been sexually abused.’ When I spoke again with those women, they
explained to me: ‘He is our doctor, but he doesn’t know that we have been raped. He’s just
asking whether we managed to sleep and how is our mood today, and then we are given
medicines.’”187

The people that report sexual torture turn first of all to healthcare providers,
presenting physical, psychosomatic and psychosocial symptoms and problems. Among
psychosomatic complaints, these have been registered both in men and women: loss of
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appetite and weight, sleeplessness, palpitations, dizziness, exhaustion, headache, muscle
ache, vomiting, stomach ache and sweating.188 Most of all, many male survivors presented
psychosexual symptoms showing that they were all very concerned about their masculinity:
as a matter of fact, they suffered from sexual dysfunctions without a physical cause, such as
impotence, difficulties in maintaining an erection and pain during sexual intercourse, or
premature ejaculation.189 Most of them exhibited castration anxiety as well as homophobia
and symptoms of identity crisis.190 Active outreach to find and provide care to male survivors
of sexual violence proved to be fundamental in the case of the Medical Center for Human
Rights, as well as the openness on the part of the therapists to discuss the topic: should the
medical personnel not show interest in understanding the causes of the abovementioned
symptoms, whether because unaware or because uncomfortable with the issue, the survivor is
most probably not going to open up spontaneously, and this is particularly true about men.191
Psychological/mental health consequences for survivors range from distress, selfblame and feelings of isolation to a spectrum of mental disorders, including depression, posttraumatic stress disorder (PTSD) and other anxiety disorders, suicidal ideation and other
forms of self-harm.192 Men in the first instance show physical symptoms because all of them
have been detained in a camp or other facility, and went possibly through also other kinds of
torture or ill-treatment. Even if asked whether they went through sexual abuse or sexual
torture, they tend to deny it at first, and/or to say that it did not happen to them, but to other
inmates .193 Alternatively, they dismiss the question with an elusive answer: “Everything
happened,” or “Captors did everything, but to someone else.”194 For the majority of them,
however, it is possible to posit that they have been through some form of sexual violence,
even though they do not feel like opening up on the issue.195
The research at the Medical Center for Human Rights in 1995 proved as well that an
all-male environment favours reporting on the part of the survivors.196 This may represent a
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problem in Bosnia and Herzegovina, where there are no programs specifically targeted on
male survivors: international programs and non-governmental organisations working in the
field of wartime sexual violence are focused on women, and possibly involve men in the
same activities.197 As a consequence, men that would like to join a therapy group or an
association and maybe open up slowly may feel uncomfortable because they are entering an
all-female environment and eventually they prefer to stay silent and not join at all.198 At the
same time, the issue could be raised of men who joined women’s associations and share
activities, like group therapy for instance, with women: while they undoubtedly get some
benefits from it, it is worth wondering if activities and therapy sessions specifically targeted
for them and shared in an all-male group would perhaps be more beneficial for their recovery.
2.4 Societal response
Sexual violence also carries with it social consequences, which can include but are not
limited to: stigma, discrimination, and abandonment.199 According to Lončar et al., the shame
felt by the survivor, and the stigma attached to him by society, have the same origin, i.e. the
stereotypical gender role that men should embody in Bosnian society:
“The direct repercussion of this form of aggression is the spreading of fear and
humiliation among the civil population. Another, indirect consequence is the humiliation of
enemy soldiers who failed in protecting the victims. In this way, they failed their primary role
of providing protection to their families. In the eyes of the community, an act of rape and
sexual abuse of a man constitutes much worse humiliation than in the case when a woman is
the victim. This is especially the case in the rural, traditional communities of eastern Croatia
and most of the Bosnia and Herzegovina, where men are expected to be able to protect
themselves against such acts. As a consequence, a male rape victim has to bear an additional
burden of public and family condemnation.”200

Dr. Lončar further clarified and expanded this point in an interview released in 2014: not only
men felt ashamed in the first place, but the feeling has been forced upon them that they are
homosexuals, thus adding another layer of stigma.201
Generally speaking, even though sexual violence and sexual torture are unfortunately
a norm in a wide number of conflicts, little is known about mental health and psychosocial
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support for populations surviving it,202 above all in the long term. In the specific case of
Bosnia and Herzegovina, the majority of research projects on the consequences of the war
were conducted in the first decade after the conflict, but a very small number of them deals
with the particularities of war rape related to the country’s context and no studies have been
published yet on the consequences of the war on survivors of trauma twenty years after the
end of it, let alone the consequences of war rape on survivors, and the coping strategies they
have adopted, above all concerning male subjects.203
Social support is of paramount importance for survivors of sexual violence to
overcome the trauma, and this has been confirmed by all respondents to my interviews.
Social support means in the first place a supportive domestic environment.204 Most women
lack this support, above all on the part of their husbands: they feel and are made to feel guilty
for what has been done to them, and unfortunately they may be subjected to domestic
violence.205 In a lot of cases, male survivors’ family members are not aware of what they
have been through, and when they do, or at least suspect that their relatives might have
experienced an assault of this kind, they could decide not to inquire further. The family
creates what is called a “culture of silence”,206 a sort of shield developed in difficult traumatic
experiences: everybody in the family knows what happened, but nobody talks about it, and
this is not because the issue is something that should not be talked about, but because it is too
painful to do it for all family members.207 “Sometimes families are afraid to hurt the victim
by raising such questions, afraid of making them uncomfortable. Sometimes the victims find
it all too painful to deal with such pain, and then it becomes something that everyone knows,
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but keeps quiet about.”208 This defensive mechanism can, in turn, contribute to the sense of
isolation felt by the survivor.209
Sexual trauma is most likely going to directly affect the sexual functioning of trauma
survivors, causing problems in intimate relationships, and giving rise to chronic PTSD, in
both men and women.210 In some cases wives could not bear the fact that their husbands had
been abused and just left them.211 However, there is evidence in most of the cases that wives
tend to be supportive with their husbands in these circumstances.212 The association Snaga
Žene in Tuzla counts among its patients a group of 18 men that were sexually abused during
the war: all of them are supported by their wives and marital relations are overall good, as
well as their relationship with children.213 Women are sympathetic and supportive, and it is
exactly because of this that these men decided, three years ago, to look for external help.214
They all still suffer from PTSD, insomnia, and take medicines regularly. At the beginning of
the therapy, they showed high levels of demotivation, most of all because they used to be the
breadwinners within the family, and after the war they found themselves unemployed and
thus in a precarious economic condition, unable to be the providers for their respective
families.215 Their psychological disposition changed in the moment when they have been
provided with the possibility to do so through psychosocial and occupational help.216 Also the
majority of men registered at the association Žene Žrtve Rata in Sarajevo have the support of
their wives.217 This might indicate that the majority of men looking for external help enjoy
their spouses’ support, but no data can depict the marital situation of men that for whatever
reason decide not to do so. Many of them, as already said before, do not need any help, and
learnt in the last twenty years to live with their condition: this is most probably because they
have the support of their family or close members of society, they have good marital relations
and the possibility to work.218
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The survivor is not the only one suffering from sexual violence. Rather, what has
happened to him and the way he deals with it might have social consequences on the family
as well. As Dr. Amra Delić explains, families are very likely going to suffer as a whole when
one or more of their members suffers from PTSD. There is a high risk of transmitting feelings
related to trauma from generation to generation, a phenomenon called "intergenerational
transmission of trauma" (ITT).219 It is defined as “the shown impact of trauma experienced by
one family member on another family member of a younger generation, regardless of whether
the younger family member was directly exposed to the traumatic event.”220 Trauma, even
when unspoken, affects the bond of attachment between parents and children, causing the
vulnerability and insecurity of the children as a possible outcome, even fifteen or more years
since the end of the war.221 Within Bosnian society, very little attention is paid to this issue
and a limited number of experts deal with it. This is particularly worrying, since sexual
trauma is very complex and requires continual support: the overwhelming majority of
survivors still suffer from PTSD after twenty years.222
To engage in a positive process of healing, survivors of sexual violence need some
conditions to be fulfilled: first of all, they need to be physically and emotionally safe and
secure; they need to know that people believe them when they decide to report their story,
and that nobody is judging or blaming them for what they experienced; they want to be
perceived as a whole person, not just as victims.223 The society as a whole seems to be
insensitive towards war survivors, in particular towards people that have been sexually
abused during the conflict. Stereotypes and quite widespread collective trauma are haunting
society, which is trying to avoid any reminder related to the war: few people are in fact
following the development of court proceedings for war crimes, or listening to the victims’
stories, and this disaffection is part of the post-traumatic reaction of a collective which is
trying to forget about the past and start anew in the attempt of erasing what happened.224 In
addition to that, a problem that has been registered by more than one respondent is the
insensitivity of public officials dealing with war survivors:225 from nurses in public hospitals
pretending not to know that the status of Civilian Victim of War guarantees priority to
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medical services, to members of a commission awarding financial support to former
detainees of concentration camps in case of physical or mental disability saying to the
survivor: “What is five days in a concentration camp?”,226 there seems to be a diffuse lack of
understanding and support towards their condition.
Second stigmatization on the part of society is another major cause of underreporting.
Survivors appreciate the formal recognition by State institutions that they have been exposed
to a crime during the war, but do not want to be regarded in a different way with respect to
other people, they do not want to be seen as ‘victims’, but rather be again part of their society
on the same level as other members.227 At the same time, the general myth exists that
survivors of a major offence such as sexual violence will not be able to function ‘normally’
any more, that they are ‘insane’, that nobody will choose them as partners, that they will not
manage to have gratifying intimate relationships or to have and raise children: these
prejudices are transferred to the survivors, a great number of whom feel like they are
“damaged merchandise”, absorbing the role that society assigned to them.228 In the attempt to
escape this mechanism, many people prefer to stay silent, above all men, since the ‘victim’
position is traditionally a women’s prerogative and endangers their role in society in so far as
they would openly show that they were not strong enough to maintain control of the
situation.229
Although, as previously clarified, not all survivors of sexual violence want or need
psychological support of any kind, many of them would benefit from it. Actually, strong
stereotypes are held against people that seek professional support of this kind. Respondents
confirmed that in Bosnia and Herzegovina the prejudice still applies that only ‘insane’ people
look for professional psychological help and support. Women are generally more inclined
than men to seek help: “a man often speaks about his trauma only if he has to and if he is
totally sure that the social environment in which he lives won’t come to know about the
specific kind of trauma he went through.”230 Therefore, there are men that, for instance,
twenty years after the end of the conflict, still live with undiagnosed PTSD, with all the
related consequences on the personal, family and societal level, and the first persons that
identify and document the disorder are the psychologists of one of the Witness Support
Sections in the country’s tribunals, because these men have been asked to testify in a given
226
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case.231 The majority of these men suffers from nightmares, panic attacks, sleeping problems,
anxiety, restlessness, difficulties in interpersonal relations, flashbacks, intrusive thoughts and
periodical deterioration of their conditions, particularly when the anniversary of the day in
which they were captured is approaching: one or two months before this date, all these
symptoms start to worsen, some of them tend to withdraw from social relations and try to be
alone.232 Social surroundings usually sees only the manifestation of the disorder, but does not
wonder about its cause: “[i]n general, people describe this [the disease] like: ‘He went
through some trauma’, or: ‘But he’s an alcoholic, you know.’ Everybody talks about
consequences, but nobody researches the causes of alcoholism, problematic behaviour or
aggressiveness.”233 Moreover, seeking help is inconsistent with the social and cultural role
that men have in Bosnian society, where they are expected not to express feelings and
fears.234
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3. CLOSING THE CIRCLE
This final chapter wants to outline the major institutional obstacles that discourage
male survivors of sexual violence to come forward and/or to receive the help they would need
to overcome their suffering and rebuild their lives. A comprehensive analysis of the issue
based on the literature discussed in the first chapter and the main findings of the empirical
research from the second chapter is also provided, with the aim of depicting the
comprehensive situation of this specific category of war survivors.
3.1 Institutional response
The section examines the way in which State, entity and judiciary institutions tried to
tackle the issue of wartime sexual violence. At State level, no major legislative initiative has
been implemented in this sense, whereas entities and Brčko District adopted laws and
decision to support civilian victims of war. Unfortunately, due to various pitfalls in the
legislation, survivors of sexual violence have very limited possibilities to obtain any kind of
material help. The functioning of the judiciary, as well, does not give any incentive to
survivors to come forward.
3.1.1

State level

Since 2006 BiH has been trying, without any valuable result, to adopt a law on the
Rights of Victims of Torture and Civilian Victims of War, which would regulate the status of
former camp detainees and their right to compensation. The draft of the law has been
prepared by the Ministry of Human Rights and Refugees (MHRR), with the aim of ensuring
that all civilian victims of war in the country have equal access to social benefits and other
measures of social support, such as for instance free health care and psychological aid.235 In
2012 the MHRR re-launched the initiative to draft a law on the rights of victims of torture
and submitted a draft for comments to Entities, but the Joint Commission for Human Rights,
the Rights of the Child, Young People, Immigration, Refugees, Asylum Seekers and Ethics of
the BiH Parliamentary Assembly rejected it twice, giving a negative opinion on its
principles.236 In February 2014, the House of Representatives did not accept the negative
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opinion of the mentioned Commission and the law was not approved, nor was the proposal
from a Member of Parliament to assign to the BiH Council of Ministers the task of preparing
and sending a new version of the law to parliamentary procedure within 90 days.
moment, no law on the rights of victims of torture has been adopted.
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At this

Among others, the

principal resistances come from a conflict of competences between the State and the Entities.
The Law is supposed to be a framework law, i.e. set the minimum standard elements that
should also be comprised in the respective Entity laws, so that once adopted, the Entities are
bound to harmonize with it. However, the Entity representatives objected to the fact that the
draft contains the provision for a State-level reparations fund, which makes the Law lose its
framework character, other that generate disagreements about how such a fund would be
financed and by whom.239
The only serious attempt on the part of State-level officials of BiH to improve the
status of survivors of wartime sexual violence regardless of their gender has been the
Programme for Improvement of the Status of Survivors of Conflict related Sexual
Violence,240 whose draft and adoption was launched at the end of 2010 by the United Nations
Population Fund (UNPFA) and the BiH MHRR.241 The Programme was supposed to develop
solutions proposed for improving the social and economic situation of the survivors and
reducing the stigma they face in society, as well as to define the basis for realization of
survivors’ rights to social welfare and healthcare at the local level.242 The program would
finally allocate the necessary resources and implement effective measures to ensure the
survivors of gender-based violence access to comprehensive medical treatment, mental health
care, and psychosocial support. However, doubts have been cast on the actual political will
and institutional commitment dedicated to the project.243 As a matter of fact, the finalization
of the draft of the programme was expected by November 2011 but was then repeatedly
postponed, to the point that, at July 2015, the draft programme has not yet been submitted to
the Council of Ministers of BiH for approval and it remains at the entities’ level, since the
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government of Republika Srpska failed to formulate its opinion so far, thus placing the whole
process on hold.244
The Draft Strategy on Transitional Justice, supported by the United Nations
Development Programme (UNDP) and developed by the Ministry of Justice and the MHRR,
aims at ensuring access to justice and reparation (thus also to medical and psychological care
and social services) for all civilian victims of war, including survivors of sexual violence.245
In July 2015, the draft of the transitional justice strategy had not yet been presented for
adoption to the Parliamentary Assembly and this does not seem imminent.246 Moreover, there
is no unified database of female victims of rape or other forms of sexual violence during the
war, never mind one including also male survivors: this is deemed to be an obstacle in the
adoption and implementation of any kind of comprehensive strategy at the state level.247
Finally, the Gender Action Plan (GAP) of BiH, adopted in 2006, and the Action Plan
on Implementation of UN Security Council Resolution 1325, adopted in 2010, which foresee
specific steps to be taken to improve the social welfare system, including access to adequate
healthcare and housing, are not fully implemented: as a matter of fact, they specifically state
that survivors’ rights must be guaranteed throughout the entire country at the same level as
the rights of military victims of war, but this has not yet been put into practice.248 This is
because the matter is regulated at the Entities’ level and at the level of Brčko District, as well
as at the cantons’ level in FBiH: the differences between these regulations do not equally
guarantee access to social welfare measures to all survivors of rape or other forms of sexual
violence.249 BiH authorities have not gathered information on whether local institutions have
the capacity to provide the services they should, nor have they given them guidance or proper
training on how to implement the legislation.250 Although Cantons have legislative powers to
adopt their own legislation in social security matters, not all of them drafted and implemented
a Social Security Law, nor have the ones having these laws harmonized them with the Social
Security Law of the FBiH.251 In some cases, even when there is a Cantonal Law on Social
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Security, they failed to adopt necessary by-laws, thus blocking the implementation of the
legislation and resulting with the exclusion of certain vulnerable categories of population:
civilian war victims, in particular, although having documentation confirming their invalidity,
do not receive any assistance due to absence of the Social Security Law.252
3.1.2

Entities and Brčko District level

The major problem concerning the existing legislation is that there is no Law on the
Rights and Protection of War Victims at State level, which would equally regulate the
statutory rights of all civilian victims in BiH, regardless of the place of residence and
nationality of the same. Entity authorities have undertaken some measures which provide
survivors of sexual violence with social benefits related to their status of civilian victims of
war: the two relevant legal references are the Law on the Protection of Civilian Victims of
War in RS (Official Gazette of the RS No. 25/93, 1/94 – special edition, 32/94, 37/07 and
60/07)253 and the Law on the Basis of the Social Protection, Protection of Civilian Victims of
War and Families with Children in FBiH (Official Gazette of FBiH No. 36/99 and later
amendments).254 In Brčko District, this matter is regulated by the Decision on Protection of
Civilian Victims of War of the Assembly of the Brčko District from 2008,255 recently
amended. Former concentration camp inmates are not recognized as a war victims’ category
in any piece of legislation.
According to the Law in FBiH, to obtain the status of Civilian Victim of War (CVW)
a person must prove at least 60 per cent disability.256 Persons who have suffered sexual
assault and rape during the conflict are defined as a special category of CVW,257 meaning that
they do not need to reach this threshold, but rather present proof of evidence for the
recognition of the status. Such evidence should have originally comprised: a certificate issued
by the Association “Žene Žrtve Rata”, based in Sarajevo, on the status and consequences of
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sexual assault and/or rape, and appropriate medical records.258 This provision discouraged
people from applying, to the point that it became one of the most relevant variables
determining underreporting:259 for victims living outside Sarajevo reaching the premises of
the association represented a serious obstacle, while privacy was not guaranteed and
survivors lamented a lack of specialised personnel to conduct the interviews – leading to retraumatization –, other than considering the procedure too slow.260 By word of mouth among
survivors, many refused to go through what they considered a “hell.”261 Over time, other
NGOs started to release the same certificate, but there is no standardization in the procedures
and the personnel dealing with survivors is not made up of professionals: there is no State
office guaranteeing a uniform procedure conducted by professional staff which could
guarantee the non re-traumatization of survivors.262 Many victims are not even aware of their
rights or do not want to speak out because of the stigma attached to the crime they suffered,
and to date, the State did not design any strategy to combat the stigma related to sexual
violence.263
Civilian victims of war should exercise the following entitlements: personal disability
allowance or a personal monthly allowance; supplement for aid and assistance by another
person; allowance for orthopaedic supports; family disability allowance; financial support for
the costs of medical treatment and purchase of orthopaedic supports; right to professional
training (skills and competencies training and professional development); right to
employment and housing priority; right to psychological assistance and legal aid.264 In
practice, for the reasons explained above and related also to the non-implementation of the
Gender Action Plan, they do not. Many survivors are still unable to access the benefits they
are entitled to, notably health services and prescribed medications: according to the Law in
FBiH, for example, civilian victims of war should be entitled to support in accessing
healthcare, but most of them do not have health insurance on the basis of their status, and
health insurance is needed to access necessary services and medicines.265 Survivors continue
to suffer serious physical and psychological symptoms because of their wartime experience,
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which also makes it even more difficult for them to enter the job market. The monthly
allowance that survivors receive in virtue of their status of civilian victims of war is often
their only source of income and it is simply not enough to pay for their basic expenses.266
Mainly, survivors started to speak up in 2006, when the Law started to be implemented, but
from that moment on the number of people requesting the status of CVW because of conflictrelated sexual violence decreased steadily and the total number of persons that have it is
much lower than the estimated number of people that suffered sexual abuse during the
conflict.267
The Law on the Protection of Civilian Victims of War in RS guarantees special
measures of social protection, mainly in the form of financial assistance, to people who
suffered at least 60% damage to their bodies as a result of torture, assault, rape, or other
crimes committed in the course of the conflict, or that can demonstrate that are incapable for
work:268 the Law does not recognise victims of rape as a separate category of civilian victims
of war and establishes a statute of limitations to apply for disability pensions that expired at
the end of 2007,269 so that anyone who has not done so already is also not able to register
his/her claims as civilian victims of war as the deadline for application has already expired.
The assessment of bodily damage was conducted by health commissions on the basis of the
“Rulebook on criteria for estimation of military disabilities”, which does not make any
reference to psychological damage.270
In Brčko District, survivors of sexual violence and former detainees can obtain the
status of CVW proving at least 60 per cent physical disability or permanent psychological
harm as a consequence of what they suffered in the conflict.271 This means that if a person
does not reach the threshold of physical disability or the psychological trauma is not
permanent, he or she does not deserve to be considered a civilian victim of war. Moreover, in
2012 the District institutions amended the law, requiring civilian victims of sexual violence to
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produce evidence of a judicial conviction against perpetrators in order to obtain the status.272
The recent amendments provided that where such decisions do not exist, victims will have to
go through special procedures before committees of experts and court experts to have their
status recognized.273 On the top of that, the survivor could eventually lose the status in the
event that the potential perpetrator is acquitted.274
3.1.3

Judiciary

The first investigations on the crimes committed during the conflict in the former
Yugoslavia were carried out by the ICTY, established in 1993: the tribunal wascreated as a
temporary institution, since at that time the judicial systems of the countries involved in the
war were not able to do so themselves.275 Pursuant to its ‘Completion Strategy’, the ICTY
started to transfer cases against intermediate and lower-level defendents to the respective
competent national jurisdictions in 2003:276 the judiciary system in BiH is itself an obstacle
for survivors of sexual violence, who for several reasons are discouraged from coming
forward.
The criminal code of the State and that of the Entities and Brčko District are not
harmonized: cases at State level are processed mainly under the 2003 Criminal Code,
whereas in the Entities and in Brčko District the Criminal Code of the Social Federal
Republic of Yugoslavia (SFRY) is generally applied. In Chapter XVII of the 2003 Criminal
Code, rape, sexual slavery, enforced prostitution, forced pregnancy, enforced sterilisation or
any other form of sexual violence of comparable gravity277 are considered crimes against
humanity, as well as persecution on gender grounds.278 Rape and enforced prostitution are
also prohibited as war crimes against civilians.279 On the contrary, in the SFRY Criminal
Code, only rape and forcible prostitution are considered crimes of a sexual character and are
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proscribed only as war crimes against the civilian population,280 thus failing to grasp the
systematic character that sexual violence had in the conflict.281
At the end of 2008, a National Strategy for War Crimes Processing (NSWCP) was
launched by the State’s justice sector to deal with the backlog of war crime cases that BiH
had to process: ‘less complex’ cases started to be transferred to the entities, while the Court
of BiH and BiH Prosecutor’s Office continued to deal with the ‘most complex’ ones.282
Between 2009 and 2013, 39 cases including sexual violence allegations (included one
alleging the genital beating of prisoners of war) were transferred to the Entities and Brčko
District, even though at the time of the adoption of the NSWCP the overwhelming majority
of cantonal and district courts could not provide physical protective measures to victims and
witnesses,283 or psychological support before, during, and after they testified in court.284
When it is established that a witness suffered sexual violence, one of the most difficult tasks
is to get him or her to testify about it, and in the course of time the witness could very likely
lose confidence in the legal institutions, thus considering the opportunity to give testimony
about what he or she went through as nonsense.285 Despite a slight improvement in recent
years, witness protection is critically insufficient in the entities.286 Moreover, assistance and
psychological support of witnesses is not homogeneous throughout the country: despite the
fact that more tribunals now have a witness support unit and a network of NGOs is also
providing support of this kind, institutional support to witness protection and assistance is
still insufficient.287 Unsurprisingly, prosecutors reported a number of cases in which the
victim refused to testify, including several examples of male survivors of sexual violence,
one of whom did not even want the criminal proceedings to be started.288 It has to be noted
that processing cases of wartime sexual violence has until very recently been difficult
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because investigators, prosecutors and judges did not possess the gender expertise and the
necessary training to do so, resulting in the necessity for survivors to repeatedly give
testimonies and statements, with the final result of going through re-traumatisation.289
Cases involving sexual violence against males have taken place at both State level and
Entities level.290 BiH Court has finalized four cases in this respect,291 in at least two of which
the accused allegedly forced male detainees to perform oral sex on one another,292 in a third
case non-Serb male detainees were forced “to perform lewd acts among themselves”,293
without further clarifying if sexual penetration was included in these acts, and in a fourth case
the accused was charged with forcing a male prisoner to have sexual intercourse with a
female prisoner.294 Despite the fact that precedence from the international tribunals and of the
BiH Court in practice recognizes these crimes as rape, they were not qualified as such by
either the Prosecutor or the final verdicts, even though they did in other cases that involved
the rape of females.295 During trials where sexual violence against men was involved, the
following attitudes seemed to emerge: each case has been presented like it was totally
isolated from others of the same kind, as if rape and sexual torture against male prisoners in
detention had been an extraordinarily uncommon practice, and conveying the idea that
whoever had been capable of committing such crimes must have been totally insane.296
Survivors were treated as men are supposed to react to every possible occurrence: regardless
of what happened, they are supposed to be fine.297 Analogous indictments and verdicts have
been registered at Entities level in other two cases.298 Here, the issue of consent to sexual
intercourse and whether the victim could resist the perpetrator were not even raised by the
courts, while they have been often taken into consideration when female victims were
involved.299
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The implementation of the NSWCP is slow and suffers from insufficient coordination
between the competent institutions at the different administrative levels, as well as from a
lack of funds.300 Impunity, and consequent mistrust in judicial institutions, is another of the
most relevant factors determining the unwillingness of survivors to come forward:301 the
number of indictments does not even slightly reflect the magnitude of the sexual violence
that took place during the conflict, also because many suspects are still at large and often the
only retrievable evidence is the testimony of the survivor himself.302 Among the hurdles,
there is also the “political opposition from certain quarters to an integrated and cohesive
judicial system able to tackle serious crime”.303 Another factor of distress for survivors is the
recent trend, registered by TRIAL, seeing several perpetrators of sexual violence obtaining
the minimum sentence thanks to the application of attenuating circumstances;304 moreover, in
both Criminal Codes, there is the possibility for the perpetrator to be granted amnesty or
pardon.305
In June this year, the Court of BiH decided to provide a victim of wartime sexual
violence with damage compensation, by obliging the accused to pay a fine.306 This is a
landmark ruling, since in BiH this is the first time that a wartime victim has obtained
compensation through criminal proceedings: as matter of fact, courts and prosecutors have
always redirected victims to civil procedures to get compensation, and survivors often do not
have any other choice than renounce to it, as civil procedures imply revealing their identity,
which is often protected during criminal proceedings, and incurring costs that many are
unable to pay.307 There is no State Law on free legal aid: there are eight free legal aid
cantonal agencies and a number of CSOs that provide free legal aid, but the matter is not
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regulated at State level.308 It is evident that these factors are not at all encouraging for
survivors of sexual violence to come forward.
3.2 Analysis
Mezey and King have argued that male sexual violence is an unspeakable subject
because it is both silenced by survivors and hidden “by a society that is not prepared to
listen.”309 As clarified up to now, the reasons why this offence is so considered can be traced
back primarily to the way gender has been constructed in relation to the categories of nation
and ethnicity. Analyzing the invisibility in the Croatian media of male-on-male sexual
violence during the war in former Yugoslavia, Dubravka Žarkov explains how, in this
particular context, ethnicity “was invoked as the primary difference” between Croats,
Muslims and Serbs, where ethno-national discourses of “ethnic purity” tried to erase the
countless commonalities that existed between the groups at multiple levels, from physical
appearance to history and culture, but most of all common “dominant notions and practices of
femininity and masculinity and of heteronormativity [that] have functioned as unifying
factors across the lines of ethnic belonging”.310 It is exactly because these meanings were
shared by the three groups that sexual violence turned out to be such a powerful and widely
used weapon.311 In this way, continues Žarkov, ethnicity became the primary difference, and
the division along ethnic lines was sanctioned by means of masculinity and heteronormativity
as a signifier of superiority of one ethnicity upon the other,312 and vice versa: holding on to
the social constructionist framework, the subdued part is feminized, weak and
homosexualised.
There is a perceived link between survivors of male-on-male sexual violence and
homosexuality at societal level due to the construction of masculinity as powerful, virile, and
heterosexual.313 Because of this, survivors may question their sexual orientation, also because
of their physiological response to the sexual abuse, since it is not uncommon for them to have
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experienced sexual arousal during the act.314 Many survivors, both male and female, would
like to speak up, but keep silent because they fear society’s reaction to their story.315 Talking
about their experience would be positive for them, in so far as it fosters feelings of selfconfidence: they would feel that they can contribute to something useful, like finding the
criminal.316 In the case of male survivors, the silence can be traced back also to the fear of
society’s opinion about homosexuals.317 This could be confirmed by the fact that actually the
most common sexual offences in the camps was genital beatings, psychosexual torture and
forced sexual acts between prisoners,318 whereas episodes of rape of detainees by male prison
guards were less frequent, and conducted in secret.319 When heteronormativity is the rule, a
heterosexual man does not rape another heterosexual man:320 in these cases, Žarkov posits,
there is the risk that perpetrators are also considered homosexuals.321
In so far as we consider Connell’s model, we can actually analyze masculinity as a
continuum that goes from a hegemonic masculinity to a subordinate masculinity, and try to
understand at which point of the continuum male survivors of sexual violence place
themselves. If we keep that perpetrators occupy a hegemonic position by force of violence,
by means of which they confine the other men through victimization and feminization to the
opposite pole, we can say that survivors occupy a subordinate position. But if gender is a
variable that we can define every day, thus challenging or confirming existent social
relations, the silence of survivors could be considered in a different way: if they really have
agency, by keeping silent, they in fact move to the category of complicit masculinities, not to
lose at least a part of the privileges accorded to men by patriarchy. While nobody knows that
they have been abused, they can still be regarded as men by society. If we switch to the
social learning paradigm, we shall take into consideration that agency is not free from other
constraints, such as the environmental factor: Bosnia and Herzegovina, and the Balkan region
in general, as we saw, imposes quite strong normative social conditions on the members of
the collective, shaping social roles and behavioral patterns in a tighter fashion limiting the
influence of personal factors, and thus the efficacy of individual agency. Silence, in this case,
is itself a product of the same “cultural design” that constructs gender roles. Is then silence
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the outcome of a choice intended to preserve one’s privileges in virtue of patriarchy or a
structural imposition?
Reflecting on the actual agency of male survivors of sexual violence, we cannot
disregard the context. Vojdik argues that sexual violence against men overturns social
construction and expectations:322 it falls in the stereotype of women to be weak and in need of
protection, but the same cannot be applied to men.323 The way in which gender roles have
been constructed in Bosnian society foresees males as not subjected to any possible
victimization: they are seen as weak also when they found themselves in the position of being
victims of other crimes, let alone sexual violence.324 As it has been proved in the case of
Bosnia and Herzegovina, but also in other contexts,325 this conviction is so powerful and
embedded in the way in which men perceive themselves and are perceived by others, that
they may not even be able to identify exactly the form of violence they have endured. This is
mirrored, in turn, by the attitude of healthcare professionals, who may dismiss them or simply
not want to deal with issue. This seems to be consistent with the unwillingness of Bosnian
society to acknowledge the issue openly and to adequately respond and eventually support
the survivors of such offences. As previously explained, the reaction is also the product of the
conflict itself: the trauma for society as a whole has been so extensive that people prefer to
try to forget what happened in an attempt to start anew.
State institutions, which could have acted as a bridge between war survivors and
society, could not do any better to tackle the issue or to decrease the stigma that haunts
survivors. Over the past years, a number of legislative initiatives have been launched in order
to bring BiH legal framework in line with international standards as far as social protection of
survivors of wartime sexual violence is concerned. Currently none of these attempts has been
finalized and implemented, despite the fact that some of them have now been ongoing for
almost ten years: the State-level major legislation initiatives relevant for survivors of conflictrelated sexual violence are still at a draft stage and the measures undertaken by the authorities
of the entities are not sufficient to guarantee a proper level of social support to survivors.
First and foremost, male survivors of sexual violence are in the majority of cases
former concentration camp inmates: since the end of the conflict, they joined one of the
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numerous camp inmates associations in the country.326 In BiH there are three major
Associations of Camp Inmates that represent persons mainly according to the respective
ethnic affiliation: the Association of Camp Inmates of BiH has predominantly Bosniak
members, while the Association of Camp Inmates in Republika Srpska represents Serbs, and
the Croat Association of Camp Inmates of the Homeland War brings together mainly
Croats,327 and a few Bosniaks that fought on the side of the Croatian Defence Council
(HVO).328 Furthermore, in the country there is a myriad of camp inmates associations on a
cantonal and municipal basis.329 Many former detainees decided not to join any of these
associations, since the latter are only entitled to issue certificates confirming the status of
camp inmate, which is not connected on the entity or state level to any form of compensation
or social support.330 As already noted, former camp inmates are not a separate category of
civilian victims of war, and pursuant to the entity laws they are not entitled to any
compensation unless they can prove at least 60 per cent physical disability in RS, or 60 per
cent mental or physical disability in FBiH and Brčko District. Male survivors of sexual
violence often do not fully report what they experienced in the camps not even to these
organizations: for instance, in the Association of Camp Inmates of BiH out of around 57,000
members there is only a small number of men that declared that they were sexually assaulted
while in detention,331 whereas the Association of Camp Inmates in Republika Srpska does not
have a single man amongst its members who reported this offence.332
In RS the issue of wartime sexual violence, after long years of silence on the part of
institutional authorities,333 has slowly started to be addressed by the Government.334 The
project “Snaga je u nama” (“The strength is within us”) has been implemented by the
Republic Centre for Research on War, War Crimes and The Search of Missing Persons, an
office within the Ministry of Justice of RS, and the Gender Centre of RS:335 the aim was to
establish a dialogue between institutional representatives, NGOs dealing with women
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survivors of sexual violence, the judiciary, and the survivors.336 The Republic Centre for
Research on War has a unit which is dealing with war crimes of sexual violence: at the
moment, they are considering exclusively Serbian victims and survivors, all female.337 They
are not researching on one single account of sexual violence against men.338
As to why the issue of male-on-male sexual violence has been poorly addressed also
by NGOs and intergovernmental organizations (IGOs), Sivakumaran posits that it is so
because this is “a cause without a voice”:339 women’s and homosexual movements would
benefit if increased attention was devoted to the issue, because the concepts of power,
dominance, and gender outlined in the first chapter of this work feature as key players in both
feminist analysis of women raped by men,340 and in the discrimination of masculinities other
than hegemonic and heterosexual, like homosexuals. Despite that, neither of these two
movements addressed the issue, which has not been lobbied for at the decision-making level
of international fora, characterized by a predominant heterosexual male perspective.341
DelZotto and Jones make a similar point:
“The plight of male victims of war-related sexual violence (including male children)
must be viewed in the context of a series of factors and forces that have resulted in the
effective suppression of the phenomenon. Historical silence is one factor; the paternalistic and
homophobic nature of the state, another. The NGO "explosion," which might be expected to
offset the framings offered by elite political actors and institutions, has in fact done very little
to address the issue of male victims and survivors. An exceedingly narrow construction of
male dominance informs the work of most humanitarian groups. In turn, such groups depend
for their funding and infrastructure on elite actors who rely strongly on masculine stereotypes
342
to uphold and advance their political agendas.”

In the Outreach section of the website of the ICTY it is possible to find the
documentary “Crimes before the ICTY: Prijedor”, presented with the sub-heading “The
discovery that set international criminal justice into motion.”343 As a matter of fact, a couple
of months after British journalists managed to visually document the existence of camps for
non-Serb civilians in the surroundings of Prijedor, in north-western Bosnia and Herzegovina,
in August 1992, a process was started that had as its outcome the establishment of the
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international criminal tribunal, the first since World War II.344 The first trial held in the newly
established ICTY is often deemed to be groundbreaking in character, since it was the first
international war crimes trial involving charges of sexual violence.345 The final indictment
makes it clear that “both female and male prisoners were beaten, tortured, raped, sexually
assaulted, and humiliated.”346 Forcible sexual intercourse has been qualified as rape and thus
recognized as a crime against humanity under the statute of the Tribunal,347 as well as a war
crime.348 This was so, according to DelZotto and Jones because the detainee subjected to
these offences was a female.349 The forced oral sexual acts and the sexual mutilation that two
male prisoners were forced to commit on each other by the indicted350 were considered
“torture or inhuman treatment”,351 a crime “wilfully causing great suffering or serious injury
to body and health”,352 “cruel treatment”,353 and “inhumane acts.”354 In this case, the forced
oral sexual acts and sexual mutilation were not specifically presented as sexual assault.355
Male survivors of sexual violence are caught up in a circle made up by different
players and factors that all play their part in mutually silencing the issue, thus heavily limiting
their agency. Twenty years after the end of the conflict, they still face a wall of stigma for
both what they have gone through and their current life conditions: many endure difficult
economic circumstances, as well as physical and psychological consequences. CSO
organizations, most notably Vive žene Tuzla, Medica Zenica, and Snaga žene Tuzla, are
active to help at least a part of survivors cope with their situation,356 but it is obvious that they
cannot have enough financial resources and professional personnel to reach every person in
need. Complicated and non-harmonized legal systems, insufficient funds for the
implementation of the social and economic rights survivors are entitled to, and lack of
psychological support357 continue to hamper their possibility to take their lives back. The first
projects aiming at the treatment of male survivors of sexual violence that started during the
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war were matching the satisfaction of survivors’ basic social needs with the provision of
professional help, but the introduction of psychiatric treatment proved to be fundamental:358
PTSD and sexual dysfunction were targeted in both individual and group therapy, and also
partner, and marital therapy were used, and the results were overwhelmingly positive, with
most of the patients “rehabilitated to a reasonable level” at the end of a five years’
timeframe.359
This may suggest that active outreach towards and targeted help to male survivors
could possibly represent a great help for them, and in the same time counteract the common
stereotype that victims of sexual violence cannot “be normal anymore”.360 This condition
alone is not enough, of course, for it should be combined with adequate forms of reparation,
social support and criminal justice, other than the fundamental reduction of stigma attached to
sexual violence and to mental health care.
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CONCLUSION
Male survivors of wartime sexual violence in Bosnia and Herzegovina are caught up
in a circle of silence, which is determined by different players and factors that mutually
contribute to the confinement of the issue in the realm of the “unspeakable”. What is, then,
the origin of the silence? What is its impact on male survivors of sexual violence and on
society? What are the dynamics that perpetuate it, and determine its very existence twenty
years after the end of the conflict? The major source of silence is the conception of
masculinity as a monolithic category where the male role constructed within society has to
respond to the requisites of strength, virility and heteronormativity. When men are sexually
assaulted, their position shifts towards the one generally associated with women, weak and
subjected to victimization. In ethno-national conflicts, as sexual violence against women is
perceived as the destruction of the national, racial, religious or ethnic culture, the same could
be said for sexual violence against men: when the man is disempowered and emasculated,
this symbolizes the disempowerment of the national, racial, religious or ethnic community.
The gender positioning resulting from rape is transferred onto the ethnicity of the perpetrator
and the abused, elevating the ethnicity of the former and diminishing that of the latter.
The outcomes of this research show that this point of origin determines a wide
spectrum of practical consequences that are put in place by survivors themselves and other
players, and that ultimately confines male victims of sexual violence to a circle of silence
from which is extremely difficult to come out. Survivors do not speak up, being convinced
that they did not measure up to their social role at that time, and on the top of that they often
are not able to do it now, since they lack the possibility to provide for their family and are
still suffering from the physical, but most of all psychological, consequences of the violence
they went through. Haunted by the same stereotypes, society fosters this conviction in
multiple ways, failing to create a supporting environment for survivors and thus preventing
them to ask for help, should they want to. State institutions, on their part, contribute to this
process by not implementing a single piece of legislation that could ameliorate the condition
of this specific category of survivors, and entity legislations suffer from pitfalls that exclude a
big part of them from social support. Judiciary institutions, as well, foster the silence by
failing on multiple sides to create adequate conditions for survivors to speak up.
Common stereotypes about rape as the only form that sexual violence against men can
take, determined the pointlessness of reporting the incident as sexual assault for a number of
survivors, since they simply did not experience it as such. Sexual abuse is an offence that
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society automatically attaches to women’s experience, and also some therapists or physicians
had the same stereotypes: even when they thought about sexual violence as something that
could have happened to men as well, they thought just about rape, and they missed the
opportunity to detect signs of other forms of sexual violence, in turn discouraging survivors
from reporting. There is a lack of sensitivity on the part of some psychotherapists and
psychiatrists to tackle the issue of sexual violence with their patients, and in Bosnia and
Herzegovina there are no programs specifically targeted at male survivors: international
programs and non-governmental organisations working in the field of wartime sexual
violence are focused on women, and possibly involve men in the same activities. As a
consequence, men that would like to join group therapy or an association and maybe open up
slowly may feel uncomfortable because they are entering an all-female environment and
rather prefer to stay silent and not join at all.
Sexual violence also carries with it social consequences, which can include stigma,
discrimination, and abandonment. Men felt ashamed in the first place because they felt they
did not measure up witoth their social role, and on the top of that society has been forcing
upon them the feeling that they are homosexuals, thus adding another layer of stigma. Social
support is of paramount importance for survivors of sexual violence to overcome the trauma.
In a lot of cases, male survivors’ family members are not even aware of what they have been
through, and when they do, or at least suspect that their relatives might have experienced an
assault of this kind, they could decide not to inquire further, thus contributing to the sense of
isolation of the survivors. Sexual trauma is most likely going to affect sexual functioning in
trauma survivors, causing problems in intimate relationships, and giving rise to chronic
PTSD: in some cases wives could not bear the fact that their husbands had been abused and
just left them, although there is evidence that most wives tend to be supportive of their
husbands in these circumstances.
Most survivors still suffer from PTSD, insomnia, and take medicines regularly, when
they can afford them. They can show high levels of demotivation, most of all because they
used to be the breadwinners within the family, and after the war they found themselves
unemployed and thus in a precarious economic condition, unable to be the providers for their
respective families. The survivor is not the only one suffering from sexual violence: families
are very likely to suffer as a whole when one or more of their members suffers from PTSD,
and here is a high risk of transmitting feelings related to trauma from generation to
generation.
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Society as a whole seems to be insensitive towards war survivors, in particular
towards people that were sexually abused during the conflict. The general myth exists that
survivors of a major offence such as sexual violence will not be able to function ‘normally’
any more, that they are ‘insane’, that nobody will choose them as partners, that they will not
manage to have gratifying intimate relationships or to have and raise children: these
prejudices are in turn transferred onto the survivors. In the attempt to escape this mechanism,
many people prefer to stay silent, above all men, since the ‘victim’ position is traditionally a
women’s prerogative and endangers their role in society in so far as they would openly show
that they were not strong enough to maintain control over the situation. Moreover, seeking
help is inconsistent with the social and cultural role that men have in Bosnian society, being
expected not to express feelings and fears.
State institutions are part of the circle of silence, in so far as they did not develop any
strategy to actively counteract the stigma attached to survivors of sexual violence, be they
male or female. No relevant piece of legislation that could provide them with reparations or
social support has so far been implemented at State level. Men were subjected to sexual
violence and torture mainly in concentration camps, but former inmates of detention facilities
of any kind are not recognized as a particular category of war victims, and pursuant to the
entities legislation they can obtain social support only if they can prove at least 60 per cent
physical disability in RS, or 60 per cent mental or physical disability in FBiH and Brčko
District. Complicated, long and non-harmonized legal systems, lack of psychological support
and physical protection of witnesses before, during and after legal proceedings, impunity and,
until recently, lack of judges, investigators and prosecutors specifically trained to deal with
cases of wartime sexual violence are the major factors that foster silence on the part of
survivors, who do not have any incentive to exposie themselves to the stigma, frustration,
distress and physical danger of participating in legal proceedings at the end of which they risk
not obtaining justice and that do not entitle them to compensation for the suffering they had
to go through.
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